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010 : PUBLISHER’S NOTE

ESCAPING TO THE
UNCOMFORTABLE
BY T.J. MURPHY

T

he race finishes on a mountain top—Gaustatoppen—but this finish

a few days with Ironman creator Commander John Collins in the port

is not for everyone. Even within the tiny field of this race—it caps at

city of Portobello, in Panama. He and his wife Judy were putting on a

just under 300 entrants—there is a further mid-race cull. Because

triathlon, the swim in a harbor where I was told there were sunken pirate

the last 3 miles is essentially a scramble up a rock-strewn trail—in many

ships. I learned from the two of them how the gang that put on the

places the trail is hardly even identifiable—and because of Norway’s fickle

first Hawaii Ironman in 1978 really weren’t sure at all what was going to

weather, only the first 160 racers to reach the checkpoint at the base of

happen. It was a mix of a gamble and an experiment. How long would it

the mountain are allowed to vie for the mountain summit and the coveted

take? A day? Several days? How many ambulance rides might happen?

black T-shirt. The remaining athletes are given white T-shirts, a rare symbol

It took a while before the emerging tri world fully comprehended this

of different levels of achievement in a sport where the universality of

was a one day event. When legendary tri journalist Bob Babbitt packed

finisher medals and finisher gear is now a given.

his bags to participate in the 1980 Ironman, he brought a sleeping bag.
Then there was hod-carrier Walt Stack who took well over a day to

The above selection is from this month’s edition of Jordan Rapp’s
column, page 70, as he offers some thoughts on what constitutes the

finish the 1982 Hawaii Ironman, hauling six-packs of beer with him on

primal force driving triathlon. In this particular piece of the column,

the 112-mile bike.
But what was it about the Ironman, written about in Sports Illustrated

he’s talking about the Norseman Xtreme Triathlon and later draws a
comparison to the early days of multisport. As counter-intuitive as it can

and broadcast on ABC, that acted like a homing beacon to a new

seem, the hardest races, where athletes get culled, as Rapp puts it, are

generation of endurance athletes? I would suggest the draw is staked in

attractive to certain personalities. This attraction to testing oneself in a

how the endurance life is a sharp countermeasure for how comfortable

sufferfest was triathlon’s original heartbeat.

it’s possible to live life in modern times and how much marketing we’re

We human beings are fickle characters. We have both a need for the

bombarded with to make things more convenient than they already

security of the known but also the mystery of the unknown. Speaking for

are. I live in Boston, where there is no escaping Dunkin Donuts. It’s not

myself, part of the reason I signed up for my first triathlon, a half-Ironman

uncommon to be driving down a road and see a Dunkin Donuts on one

back in 1983, was because I wasn’t sure what was going to happen. I knew

side of the street and a second Dunkin Donuts store on the other side. I

it would take me at least six hours. I wasn’t altogether certain I could finish

experience distress in seeing long lines of cars at the DD drive-throughs,

the swim. It made the thing nerve-racking in a way I found intoxicating.

people not even interested in saving some time by walking across a
parking lot to buy a box of munchkins.

A mystery of endurance sports is why they exist at all. Biologically,

Convenience and ultra-comfort. Former Running Times editor

humans are wired to be as lazy as we can be and expend only enough
energy to run down dinner with a spear and occasionally have to fight off

Scott Douglas once wrote about being a high school kid leaving

saber-tooth creatures. Our cavemen ancestors would think a triathlon is

his house to go for a run on a scorching summer day and noticed

about the dumbest thing someone could think of to do.

a next-door parent sprinting out to start a car and turn on the air

Endurance sports don’t exist for mass spectatorship. In other words,
it’s not made for TV. No, the reason triathlon exists is the attraction of

conditioning as her unbudging kids defiantly waited for the car to
cool inside the air-conditioned house.
Death on a plate, as another running writer, John L. Parker Jr.,

putting oneself on the line while escaping a world saturated with TV and
computer screens. In a hard endurance race we might fizzle, implode or

might have described the scene. Indeed. Thanks to the Norseman

slowly, physically and publicly break down.

and other hard-edged endurance events, there will always be a

As Rapp points out, this is at the roots of the sport. In 1999 I spent

place we can escape to.
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T

here’s no question: we’re in a dynamic time

Diamondback’s HQ in Kent, Washington, and

on its promises. The Andean stashed my pretzels

for tri bike development. Finally, some

shipped. I arrived home to a bike box; the Andean

and had the space to carry all the drinks I needed

brands are saying forget it. Forget UCI

was here. It took less than 30 minutes for me to

on a hot 90-degree day, all at a great price for a

unbox and build the bike. I was ready to test.

true superbike.

standards. Forget even general triathlon standards.
Goodbye rulebook. And the results are polarizing.
One of the first bike brands to cross the line in

launched the Andean: provide triathletes with a

the sand and create a bike that is an affront to the

practical bike with heaps of storage and uncom-

current standards? Diamondback. Yep, a brand

mon aero characteristics. As such, it has option for

with marginal triathlon history stepped forward last

multiple food storage locations at the top tube and

year and made it known that they want to deliver

between the aerobars. Same

to triathletes an unconventional bike with real data,

for hydration, with two sets of

real utility and real speed. We finally got to ride this

frame bosses. Finally, there’s a

bucking bronco, and we can attest that those three

behind-the-seat-tube storage

boxes are checked. The Andean is a world-beater.

cavity, and a massive down

And Diamondback is a true triathlon brand.

tube cowling (we stashed a

We were lucky enough to get to see the devel-

flat kit, two spare tubes and

opment of the Andean. We flew to Toronto two

a light rain vest) held shut by

years ago and, under secrecy, watched as it was

a magnetic door. Everything is

developed with renowned engineer Kevin Quan of

cleanly integrated. If you don’t

KQ Studios (who was contracted by Diamondback

need all of it, there are clean, modular replace-

to make the creation happen) and as a quarter-

ments for everything. Loaded for our 3.5-hour test

scale model of the bike was tested at the Univer-

ride, there was ample space for everything.

sity of Toronto wind tunnel. It was quickly apparent

The first question about the ride? “Doesn’t all

to us that Diamondback was making a true com-

that surface area knock you around in the wind?”

mitment to triathlon with a bike that was going to

In short, no. There is a lot more surface area than

shake the industry. The insane down tube cowling

a traditional tri bike, but because the frame is not

that fairs the front wheel looks like a Ducati race

on a pivot point and the rider’s weight serves as

motorcycle. There are no seat stays. There are disc

a stabilizer, it’s no worse in crosswinds than your

brakes. There are wild frame storage options. And

current tri bike. In our estimation, the depth of the

there was tunnel data to prove it’s fast as hell (a

front wheel has significantly greater bearing on

hot knife at 0 degrees, and 10 percent less drag

battling crosswinds, since it’s the middle of a pivot

than its own Serios model at 15 degrees of yaw). It

point: the fork steerer.

was a promise to answer a triathlete’s wants.

We took the Andean on two very different rides:

For authenticity, we went through the typical

a relatively flat coast ride (along the Ironman 70.3

consumer process, and we found that the bike is

Oceanside course on Camp Pendleton) and a hilly

truly made to order. While on a trip at Challenge

inland loop. On both, the Andean shone. As we

Roth, I went to Diamondback’s custom studio and

expected, the Andean is a scythe once it’s wound

placed an order for what I would buy were I spend-

up on flat, straight roads.

ing, inputting my fit parameters to get my sizing. My

We are happy to report that the Andean handles

total? $6,540, race ready. Not unreasonable. It can

on the hills, too. The thru-axle stiffness is appar-

be built to be as dear as $10,000 (with Shimano

ent when braking and riding sweeping curves, but

Di2, a Hed rear disc and an SRM power meter, and

the bike also ascended steady climbs well despite

including the optional $290 custom travel bag,)

being a few pounds heavier than many bikes we

or down to a base price of $4,780 with a Shimano

test. As a result, it’s not the punchiest bike on short

Ultegra Di2 group, Hed Ardennes wheels and Profile

rises. (By the same token, it’s not terribly nimble

Design aerobars (and using the still well-designed

when navigating city corners at speed.) But horses

cardboard box the bike ships to you in).

for courses; it’s designed for high-speed open-road

Drink that in: $4,780 for one of the most aero-

motoring. It’s built for Kona. It’s hella fast, with a

dynamic superbikes out there, with disc brakes,

geometry built for comfortable, straight-line at-

aero acumen and full practical functionality. These

tacks. (Well, as comfortable as a stead 250-watt

reasonable prices are thanks to Diamondback’s

effort will allow.)

decision to offer the Andean (and a few other
models, including the Serios) direct to consumers.
My made-to-order model was assembled at

LAVA

Diamondback had a key philosophy when it

Hats off to Diamondback. It takes guts for any
brand to invest this heavily on a bike this wild. Finally, getting miles on it, it’s great to see it delivers

lavamagazine.com
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BEATING SHOW SEASON
Seven hot new product drops.
BY JAY PRASUHN

T

h e E u r o b i ke a n d I n t e r b i ke s h ow s e as o n s a r e n e a r ly u p o n u s , b u t a fe w s p a n k i n g n e w p i e ce s h ave h i t t h e m a r ke t ( a n d
e v e n s t o r e s h e lv e s ) b e fo r e t h e n . We s e a r c h e d h i g h a n d low a n d fo u n d a fe w n e w p i e ce s t h at m ay h a v e y o u s a v i n g u p fo r
t h at n e x t u p g ra d e .

ORBEA ORCA AERO M11I TEAM

$8,499
www.orbea.com
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Orbea’s true dedicated aero road bike features real data (tested at Mondragan Wind Tunnel in Spain’s
Basque Country). It’s also one of the first UCI-legal bikes taking advantage of the UCI’s more relaxed aero
restrictions, with greater than 3:1 aspects, blunted Kamm trailing aero sections that netted it a 27-watt
improvement, or 82 seconds over its OMR predecessor in a 50K effort. Its integrated Vision Metron 5D aero
cockpit was a claimed six watts faster than a standard round bar as well.
This model features a SRAM RED eTap group and DT Swiss race wheels, but lower models like the M30
Team can be had complete down to $3,299.

lavamagazine.com
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GIRO PROLIGHT TECHLACE

$400
www.giro.com
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Teased at Eurobike a year ago, Giro finally debuts Prolight Techlace at the Tour de France this year, and
it hits store shelves now. The ultra-high performance shoe utilizes a three-strap Techlace Pro closure
system and Technical Mesh upper (a custom monofilament fiber) for unbeatable comfort and
breathability, together with a TeXtreme carbon fiber outsole to deliver a sub-150g shoe in size 42.5.
Available in red, white and black.

PIRELLI PZERO VELO 		Price TBA

www.veloworld.pirelli.com
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Those familiar with Formula I motorsports will be familiar with the return of Pirelli to the bike tire game.
Pirelli employed its Milan-based F1 research and development team to employ, patented compounds
including SmartNet Silica. The three tires in the line will run in color parallel with the F1 racing range: silver
for road racing, red for time trial and blue for all seasons.

lavamagazine.com
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WAHOO ELEMNT MINI

$99
www.wahoofitness.com
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Wahoo took the wireless GPS computer market by storm with Elemnt: a high-functioning computer
(speed, cadence, heart rate, call/text notifications and Live Track capability, as well as Strava
and TrainingPeaks app relay), with a unique level of user-friendliness via custom screen setup
via the companion Elemnt smartphone app. With Elemnt Mini, Wahoo shrunk it all into a
light (31.2g) and compact (1”8 diagonal screen) unit, and a reduced price point.

WATTIE INK
JUNIPER TOPE
ONE-PIECE SWIMSUIT

$100
www.wattieink.com
____________________________________________________________________________________
Wattie dials back the wild designs for this classic and decidedly feminine
print. Handcrafted in San Diego, Calif., the Juniper Tope is perfect for a
subtle standout look during training days at the pool. Also available in a
coral blue version.

lavamagazine.com
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SRAM S-900
AERO HRD DISC

Brakeset $249, Rotor $72
www.sram.com
__________________________________________________________________________________________
For triathlon, an increasing amount of disc-capable models means full hydraulic
TT was just a matter of time. And hydraulic braking over rim braking presents new
options; later braking, less lever pull required for safer stopping and more speed.
SRAM’s Hydraulic Road Disc (HRD) features a TT brake with a textured carbon
lever, a DOT fluid master cylinder and flat-mount calipers available with 160 or
140mm Centerline X rotors.

VELOCIO UNITY JERSEY
$169
www.velocio.cc

Velocio launched this special and limited-release
Unity jersey (a standout Italian-made design on Velocio’s
ES jersey platform) with a unique twist; 100 percent of the
profits from its sale goes at checkout to the customer’s choice
among four nonprofits: ACLU, Amnesty International, the Human
Rights Council and World Bicycle Relief.

lavamagazine.com
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IND U STR Y P E R S P EC T I V E
BY A J ALLEY/A-SQUARED BIKES

W

hat do you see when you look at

time job or drive your kids to school? Also, who

probably the same kind of bike that you rode in

these pics? They were taken almost

else would pay hundreds of dollars just for the

your first triathlon. Another identifier is where

exactly one year apart. The picture

privilege to travel 70.3 or 140.6 miles, for fun?

the seat is located. Generally, the saddle will

on the left was taken on a BMC TM02, while

An unreasonable athlete. A-Squared started

be behind the center of the crank, which helps

the one on the right was taken on an A-Squared

with the premise that Tri-Bikes cost too much,

you utilize both your quadriceps and ham-

Speed Phreak. Both are size small.

Our goal is to alleviate that pressure point and

strings while riding.

These pictures were taken at Ironman 70.3

allow more unreasonable athletes to take full

Tri-bikes versus time-trial bikes: It is almost

events. There are some fairly subtle differenc-

advantage of the technological advantages of

impossible to tell the difference between

es in bike positioning, but also in preparation.

a triathlon bike.

these bikes at first glance, unless the bike

But first, let me introduce myself. My name is

The idea behind this post is to show how

company clearly tells you which geometry they

AJ Alley and I’m the CEO and Founder of A-

much you can improve your time by switching

are using. Time trial bikes must be UCI compli-

Squared Bikes. Our mission is simple: we make

to a tri-bike over a road bike, or even a time-trial

ant in order to be used in competition (a post

the reasonable bike for the unreasonable ath-

bike. First, let’s define what I mention above.

for another time). Generally both bikes will

lete. What is an unreasonable athlete you ask?

Road Bike: Generally a road bike is made

have “Aero-Bars,” which are the long exten-

Well, simply put, it’s you. Triathletes by nature

out of a variety of materials including but not

sions where your shifters are at the end, as

are unreasonable athletes. What other sport

limited to carbon fiber, aluminum, steel, tita-

well as a bull bar with the brake “hoods.”

do you wake up for before the sun to swim/

nium, etc. Road bikes are easily identified by

bike/run so that you can then go to your full

the handlebars that look like ram’s horns. It is

lavamagazine.com

Now, what are the benefits for a triathlete
to use a bike that was designed with triathlon

EMBER
A non-invasive
hemoglobin
tracker for serious
athletes

“

At the highest level of sport, it's all about
details. With Ember, I'm able to easily and
non-invasively track and record my
hemoglobin, pulse rate, and five other key
biomarkers. This data helps me and my coach
better understand my bodyʼs response to
elevation and training load and examines my
physiology – the engine that drives my
performance.

- BEN HOFFMAN

Professional Triathlete
13x Champion; Full Distance and 70.3

”

CATCH YOUR EMBER TODAY!
Use our code: LAVA10
for 10% off the Premium model
Visit Cercacor.com
Valid now through 10/15/17

Driven to Discover
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in mind? As you know, triathlons are very differ-

Second, triathlon bikes have aero bars. This

minutes, or and potentially even hours from your

ent from a road bike race or a time-trial. In both

may seem obvious, but most people don’t know

road races and time trials, the athlete only has

the benefit behind these innovative handlebars.

to compete in one discipline: cycling. In tri, the

In triathlon, aerodynamics is king. This is because,

trial bike and a triathlon bike? There is one

athlete must first swim, then bike, and then after

in general, the vast majority of triathlons raced

key factor that will make all the difference in

punishing your legs on the bike, the athlete must

around the U.S.A. are non draft legal, i.e. you have

the world. The photo of the BMC is the BMC

run. Triathlon bikes are designed specifically to

to stay between 10-20 meters back from the bike

TM02, technically a TT bike. In a time trial, as

help you make the musculature transition from

in front of you, or be hit with a five minute drafting

stated earlier, all you have to do is ride, flat

bike to run. There are two key benefits to riding a

penalty. Thus, you cannot take advantage of the

out as hard as you can. Then at the end of the

triathlon bike vs. a road bike.

huge benefits that drafting offers. Therefore, a

race, you’re done. Catch your breath and go get

triathlete must make their own “draft” by getting

a post-race meal. In a triathlon, obviously, it’s

be either right on top of or a little in front of your

as aero as possible. This is achieved by wearing

time to run. A time trial bike thus will maxi-

crank. What this does is focus your pedal stroke

a tight tri-suit, an aero helmet, and aero wheels.

mize body position and geometry for only the

to utilize only your quadriceps, thus saving your

BUT, all of these innovative aerodynamic com-

bike with no thought to running afterwards.

hamstrings, and to a certain extent your calves, for

ponents mean nothing if you’re sitting up high on

Thus, the seat position will be a little bit fur-

the run. If you’ve ever tried to complete a “brick”

your road bike. A triathlon bike with aero bars will

ther back than a triathlon bike which allows

workout on a road bike, you know what I mean by

let you achieve a more aerodynamic position with

you to use all of the muscles in your legs to

running on legs that feel like jelly. If you are on a tri-

relative ease. How aerodynamic of a position you

propel your bike forward.

athlon bike that has been “fit” to you, you will feel

can achieve is dictated mainly by how flexible your

jelly legs dramatically less than from a road bike.

hips and neck is.

The first is that a seat on a triathlon bike will

Not having these jelly legs will translate directly to

In summation, if you’re racing a triathlon, by

faster run splits on the run portion of your next Tri.

using a triathlon bike you could subtract seconds,

lavamagazine.com

time (depending on race distance).
Now, what’s the difference between a time

When you’re looking to get a bike, try to think
about what you will be using the bike for. If you’re
going to be racing a triathlon, there really is only
one option. You need a tri bike.

LAVA

A D V E RT I S E M E N T

SPECULATION RUNS RAMPANT:

RAPID INCREASES
IN SPEED CAUSE
UNWARRANTED
ACCUSATIONS
BY: MARK HANSEN

Most cyclists see doping as a problem not
only in the highest echelon of pro sports, but also
at the amateur levels. So much so that organizers
have started testing regional races. Some cyclists
that are considered “enthusiast riders” have
been caught using powerful drugs, such as EPO,
human growth hormone and testosterone.
Once the news broke that amateur riders
are “cheating”, almost overnight, it became the
hot topic within America’s endurance sports
community. Across the country, online message
boards morphed into platforms for accusations.
Rapid increases in speed turned the usual ride
banter into speculation, and in some cases
accusations, as to who may be using. “You see
some guy at the front of the group just killing it,
and everyone starts to wonder how he is doing
it”, says Anthony White, a category one cyclist.
Anthony was not exactly accused of cheating
when he starting showing huge improvements
in his speed, but gossip can quickly turn into
something more. Anthony has never tested
positive and has always done everything within
acceptable guidelines. Anthony stated, “I felt
that I had hit a plateau in my training and then
I found EPO-BOOST. With EPO-BOOST, I
felt that I could push a bigger gear, longer than
before. This resulted in riding away from my
competitors to victory.”
Anthony explains that traditional techniques
for boosting RBC levels, including using
synthetic drugs and blood doping, are dangerous
and banned by organized sports associations.
EPO-BOOST, on the other hand, is an all-natural
formula clinically shown to safely increase
erythropoietin levels (EPO levels), resulting in
greater strength and endurance.

Increasing red blood cell production has long
been the focus of athletes due to the impact that
RBC levels have on oxygen intake and utilization.
The greater the red blood cell production, the
greater the body’s ability to absorb oxygen,
which in turn gives an athlete more strength and
endurance. Strength and endurance are precious
resources to any athlete.
The scientific evidence behind EPOBOOST® does seem to be compelling. A 28day double-blind placebo-controlled clinical
trial, performed by Dr. Whitehead from the
Department of Health and Human Performance
at Northwestern State University, showed that
the active ingredient in EPO-BOOST® increased
EPO production by over 90% compared to the
group taking the placebo.1 The supplement
group also showed dramatic improvements in
athletic performance (as measured by VO2max
and running economy).
Anthony is not alone in his praise of the
product. Travis Beam, a top cyclist from North
Carolina, used EPO-BOOST in his preparation
for the season. Travis stated, “starting the season
I made several goals to accomplish in my racing
career. To achieve those goals, I knew I needed
something extra to support my training. After
a month of using EPO-BOOST I started seeing
crazy gains in my endurance and power during
training and my speed picked up to the next
level! I am a firm believer in these products and
cannot wait to see how these gains will help my
performance in events later this year.”
Not everyone is so endeared to the product.
Several athletes have said the supplement gives
some athletes an unfair advantage. “Maybe we
are not professionals, but we are putting too

much hard work to see other riders just drill it
past us. It is not fair.” One cyclists, who would
not give us his name, describe the performance
improvements as “unnatural”, even though he
admitted he would be willing to try it given the
competitive advantage he has personally seen
from other riders using it.
A company spokesman, speaking off the
record, admitted that the product doesn’t work
overnight and that most athletes won’t see the
extreme performance enhancements for 3-4
weeks. In a world infatuated with instant success,
that kind of realistic admission might cost some
sales but is likely to keep customers happy.
While the controversy over the advantage
athletes using EPO-BOOST® are obtaining is
unlikely to go away anytime soon, one thing
is for sure; blood doping and synthetic drugs
are a thing of the past now that amateurs
and professionals alike can tap into a natural
product that generates Olympian-like strength
and endurance.
Any athlete can use EPO-BOOST® without
a prescription and without changing a diet
or exercise regimen. The company offers an
unparalleled guarantee. Athletes can use the
product for a full 90 days and if not completely
satisfied, send back whatever product is
remaining - even an empty bottle - and get a ‘no
questions asked’ refund.
You can now take advantage of an exclusive
offer for Lava’s readers. If you order this month,
you’ll receive $10 off your first order by using
promo code “LAVA10” at checkout. You can order
EPO-BOOST® today at www.EPOBOOST.com
or by calling 1-800-780-4331.
1 Whitehead et al. Int J Sport Nutr Exerc Metab, 17 (2007): 378-9.
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BY JAY PRASUHN

or some, tequila elicits a flight or fight

Sport apparel line that retains a signature look

tive versions produced in Jalisco, Mexico, I had a

response. Perhaps that’s because it’s

that is clean, solid, practical and functional. It

chance to enjoy both.

replete with too many college memories

was a surprise when DeSoto told us a few years

The most curious was the cinnamon reposado,

of cheap well booze, shot glasses, maybe some

ago about his plan to do make his own tequila.

whchi has two ingredients in the bottle: Indonesian

jovial hollering followed maybe by regrettable

What wasn’t a surprise was the mission: a bou-

Ceylon cinnamon sticks, and pure agave nectar.

decision-making. Been there.

tique offering, an improvement with his signature.

There are no artificial colorings, and for those tri-

It was a passion play. To truly understand that

athletes concerned about it, it’s low on the glycemic

off the beautiful agave plant—when done right—

passion, DeSoto has a “how it’s made” page on

index (This is a valid concern, since our publisher

is remarkable (and that Zima was a bad choice).

the website. I encourage you to take a look.

strictly drinks gin, since it contains the least amount

Then you grow up and realize the distillation

As tequila goes you have the unaged

of sugars among all liquor).

blanco variety oft found mixed into

The cinnamon liqueur lights a fire

margaritas and the gold variety, with

and has that tequila flavor but it doesn’t

simple caramel coloring added for ef-

pack that fearful punch tequila is best

fect. After that, it gets good. We have

known for.. The cinnamony heat was

the reposado (rested) variety, and

tempered by a fruit sweetness, which

anejo (vintage) and extra anejo (ex-

makes this a very approachable variety

tra vintage) versions, which improve

of tequila for the uninitiated.

in taste and become better enjoyed

The 55 Plata is certainly a more

as a sipping tequila, rather than shot

pronounced (read: high octane )

or mixed. Good tequila—particularly

experience. The high alcohol content

the aged stuff—is really good.

(110 proof) punctuates things with a

Which leads to our post-racing

lot of bite. But nothing hides the pure

and post-training inclinations. Yes,

centerpiece that is the agave with a

we eat clean as triathletes. But on the

smooth, roasted flavor. It’s a strong

weekends, we ought to be responsibly

drink with punch and peppery spice,

enjoying ourselves with good bever-

but has a smoothness that doesn’t

age. Triathletes are beyond shotgun-

knock you flat. Nevertheless, the novice

ning a PBR. We tend to relish in our

drinker may have to temper to the 55

proclivities. Our race venues, our

over time. Or, break in with the cinna-

post-race In-n-Out indulgences. And

mon reposado, where the experience is

yes, our booze.

more subdued. If you say you don’t like

While the cyclo-cross set has

tequila, we suggest trying the cinnamon

its PBRs and some roadies and

reposado; it may change your tune. It

mountain bikers lean toward bourbon

has with us.
There really is one downside to

(which I doff my caps to), we have

Dos Almas: These are limited first-run

in our midst a veteran industry name
in Emilio DeSoto who, like many of us, tends to

As a bourbon drinker, I have a true appreciation

bottles. 1,300 of 55 Premium Plata, 1,600 of the

enjoy his beverages. Beyond that, he’s decided to

for enjoying a drink unfettered. Apart from the

cinnamon reposado. How long before another

see to light his passion: creating his own brand of

occasional Old Fashioned or Sazerac, my bourbon

run has to be waited through? Who knows.

tequila. Last year, Dos Almas Tequila was born.

is generally served neat or with a cube of ice, and

Initial reviews are positive: this bottle can run.

enjoyed over time.

Happily, it can be ordered online. Cycling and

The Cuban-born DeSoto is enigmatic within
triathlon. A successful pro in the 1980s, he segued into apparel, building the popular DeSoto
lavamagazine.com

Dos Almas (or two souls) aims for a similar
experience: slow enjoyment. With two distinc-

booze has become a bit of a trend. But triathlon
and tequila? It’s proving to be a fine pairing.
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U S I N G A P O W E R M E T E R T O O P T I M A L A D VA N TA G E
BY TAYLOR THOMAS

T

raining with a power meter is the absolute best

potential by spending significant time training in specific

way to get the most out of both your training

ranges below and right at threshold.

time and effort. Unlike heart rate-based train-

Time in these ranges also trains the body to slow the

ing, power allows us to measure the muscular

rate of carbohydrate utilization. Once you understand the

demands of the effort instead of just the aerobic.

concept of threshold we can take it a step further with FTP

The metrics-based approach to training that

(Functional Threshold Power). FTP is the linchpin of power-

power provides is invaluable in helping athletes reach their

based workouts, and the key to executing them properly.

goals, but what is it that we need to focus on, and how
do we decipher all of the available information when one
wants to get started training with power?
There are a few key places we can direct our attention

SETTING AND MAINTAINING FTP
By now you’re no doubt at least familiar with FTP, how
it impacts your training approach and your overall perfor-

to begin to understand the information generated from our

mance on the bike. However, knowing what produces a

power meters, and how to best utilize it to inform the deci-

strong and accurate FTP, how to establish it, and how main-

sions we make regarding training prescription.

tain it are vital to keeping your training on track.

WHAT IS THRESHOLD?

the results you want, takes some practice and know how.

Setting your FTP, or rather producing efforts that yield
With tools like TrainingPeaks and WKO4 we can understand
and analyze power numbers more accurately and consis-

is built: threshold. Threshold is simply the maximum wattage

tently than ever before.

(power) you can maintain while your body can still remove the
lactic acid being produced by your working muscles.
It’s also the point at which your body begins to recruit

So how do you know what your FTP is? With the tools we
have available to us today there are a couple of things you’ll
want to do and look at to ensure your FTP is accurate. The

greater amounts of fast-twitch muscle fiber. Working for

first step is to produce threshold level efforts in training. The

longer periods of time above your threshold creates the

“field test” is a tried and true method, and usually the first

familiar “burn” in the legs as a result of accumulating lactic

step in setting your FTP. To perform the field test use the

acid. Athletes can increase their body’s lactic acid clearing

following protocol.

A BJÖRNSSON

In order to grasp and apply power metrics to our training we
first need to understand the foundation on which everything
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WARM UP

Zone 5 VO2max = 106%-120% of FTP

• 20 minutes at endurance pace

Zone 6 Anaerobic Capacity (AC) = 121%-150% of FTP

• 3×1 minute high cadence drills at 100 RPM

Zone 7 Neuromuscular Power (NP) = Maximal Power

		 w/ 1minute rest between each
• 5 minutes at endurance pace

If you’re using WKO4 you can also use Dr. Andy Coggan’s Individual-

MAIN SET

ized Power Levels that allow for an even more granular approach to

• 5 minute all out effort.

workout prescription and ride analysis.

• 10 minutes at endurance pace
• 20 minute all out effort
COOL DOWN
• 10-15 minutes easy

PUTTING A POWER METER TO USE
The reason that you purchased a power meter is to enhance your
training and improve your fitness. So, how do you go about training with
power? The variations of workouts that can be performed are endless,

Once you’ve performed the FTP test, upload your data and analyze your performance. To calculate your FTP take 95 percent of your

but there are several key areas that you can focus on to elicit the greatest response.

20-minute, all-out effort. This will serve as a good approximation of
your lactate threshold, and a strong baseline number for your training.
However, while the field test is a strong indicator of FTP and a great

SWEET SPOT
These efforts are performed at 88 percent to 94 percent of your FTP

place to start, physiological adaptation and performance is more nu-

and are a great way to strengthen and build your FTP. Typically they’re

anced than a simple 20-minute test.

performed earlier in the season, or mid-season to rebuild toward priority
races. The duration of Sweet Spot intervals can vary depending on the

THE POWER DURATION CURVE
WKO4 takes things a step further with the concept of modeled FTP

athlete, but the goal should be to extend the duration and number of
intervals throughout the season.

(mFTP), which plots your performances across a curve and generates
an mFTP based on historical efforts. Since everyone’s strength isn’t
necessarily a 20-minute TT, the PD Curve can be a good way to gain

THRESHOLD-LEVEL
Threshold workouts are meant to directly improve your FTP and

insight into where you’re strongest, and what efforts you may need to

should be completed at 96 percent to 105 percent of your FTP. These

focus on to elicit critical adaptations.

should take you to your limit. Much like Sweet Spot intervals, the goal

If you’re using mFTP and the PD Curve, it’s best to perform all-out

is to increase the length of time you can spend at this level. Typically

efforts of varying durations anywhere from 30 seconds to one hour to

these FTP-specific efforts build off the time you’ve spent training in

get the most out of the “curve.” When establishing any power-based

your Sweet Spot.

metric, the importance of valid and accurate data can’t be overstated.
Power spikes and inaccurate data can drastically skew test results, and

STEADY STATE TEMPO

can even result in an inaccurate FTP or other power-derived metrics.

Tempo workouts are the foundation for most cyclists, especially

Whether you’re using the field test, the PD Curve, or a combination of

those looking to increase muscular endurance and/or those training for

both, you’ll want to perform FTP level efforts four to six times a year so

longer endurance events. Tempo workouts occur between 76 percent

that your FTP is set correctly at key points in the season. It’s tools like

and 88 percent of FTP, and should be long sustained efforts lasting

this that make training with power so insightful!

anywhere from 30 minutes to two hours.

ESTABLISHING POWER ZONES

VO2MAX

Now that you’ve determined your FTP, and understand what it is you

These efforts are often the focus for traditional criterium and road

need to do maintain an accurate threshold, you can calculate your training

racers looking to improve sprint and lead out performance. Lasting from

zones. Power-derived training zones are what you’ll use for every workout

three to eight minutes, they’re very challenging and should be planned

and ride to decipher how intense the ride was, and whether the planned

for accordingly, as they require proper recovery upon completion of the

intent of the ride or workout was achieved. Zones allow you to establish

workout. Depending on the duration of the interval, the intensity may

the appropriate intensity to induce the adaptation necessary for aerobic,

range from 105 percent to 120 percent of FTP. These are valuable when

metabolic, and muscular development. Power zones also further highlight

matching race specificity for climbs, sprints, etc.

the importance of an accurate and up to date FTP. There are several different zone structures available for athletes to use, but ultimately the more
detailed and accurately the zones reflect your physiology the better. Below
is one example of a seven zone format that can be used:
Zone 1

Active Recovery (AR) = < 55% of FTP

ANALYZING AND TRACKING TRAINING
Power-based training is only as good as you and/or your coach’s ability to track and analyze it! To get the benefits of training with a power
meter you have to analyze your workouts and chart your progress over

Zone 2 Endurance = 56%-75% of FTP

time. Again, the beauty of training and racing with power is our ability

Zone 3 Tempo = 76%-90% of FTP

to quantify the effort and assign values to it. Here a some key areas to

Zone 4 Lactate Threshold = 91%-105% of FTP

focus on when it comes to analysis:

lavamagazine.com
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KEY METRICS
Often times the barrier to entry for athletes that are new to training
with power can be the learning curve as it relates to power-based metrics. Yes, it’s true that there are a lot of metrics and numbers that an athlete can pay attention to, but here a some of the most important ones:
WATTS PER KILOGRAM (W/KG)
All things equal, the rider with the highest W/Kg will be the fastest.
Simply put, it is how much power you produce per kilogram of body
weight. The higher the number is, the stronger you’ll be.
NORMALIZED POWER (NP)
Due to the inherently variable nature of cycling, NP is a better
representation of how metabolically challenging a workout was.
It takes carbohydrate burning power surges into account and thus
highlights the overall fatigue of the ride better than average power.
INTENSITY FACTOR (IF)
IF is the ratio of the Normalized Power of a ride to your FTP. Think of
IF as a snapshot of how intense (hard) a workout or ride was. You can
use this metric to understand if your perceived effort matched the actual
intensity, and if you were on target for the workout.
TRAINING STRESS SCORE (TSS)
TSS measures the total workload of a ride. TSS quantifies how much
work was done, and thus how much recovery is needed. Training Stress
Score is important to track over time because it drives both fitness and
A BJÖRNSSON

fatigue, which in turn tells you how prepared for a race you are.
PEAK POWER
Tracking your peak power numbers for key durations will help you not
only see how you’re improving, but also ensure your training is matching the
• Analyze your training to measure progress and understand

demands of your racing. As a rule of thumb if you’re focused on shorter and

what prescription is necessary to move you toward your goals.

more intense races you should see higher peak powers for shorter durations,

How did a particular workout go? How did you feel? Compar-

and more endurance focused athletes should focus on longer durations.

ing the qualitative with the quantitative is not only good prac-

Training with power, no matter the ride or race, is extremely valuable

tice, but it’s how you improve and learn more about yourself

to athletes at all levels. The ability to quantify and track efforts, as well

as an athlete.

as to make individualized training prescriptions ensures that you’re get-

• Review race files to understand if your training has been impact-

ting the most out of your training time. There’s a lot that goes into train-

ful. The goal of training for the majority of athletes is to prepare

ing successfully with a power meter, but in the end if you grasp a few

for race day. There’s more to race day than just fitness, but un-

basic concepts you’ll be ready to begin. Make sure your FTP is accurate

derstanding your performance is a start.Take the time to perform

and take the time to review and analyze both your workouts and races.

an in-depth review of races to look for valuable insights that can

Successful athletes are always looking to improve, and training with

also help inform your training moving forward.

power is the best way to make sure it happens.

• Use the Performance Management Chart (PMC) to track your
buildup to priority races. Paying careful attention to training load,

Ready to dive deeper into the world of power-based training?
Download our free ebook, “How to Start Training with Power.”   

ramp rate and fatigue will ensure you’re not overtraining, and will
also help you peak for race day.
• Pay special attention to Chronic Training Load (CTL), Acute Train-

Taylor Thomas is the owner and founder of Thomas Endurance Coaching. He
has more than a decade of experience in the bicycle industry as an athlete, coach,

ing Load (ATL) and Training Stress Balance (TSB) to take full

race promoter, and team organizer. As a USAC and TrainingPeaks Level 2 Certified

advantage of training with power. These core metrics allow you to

coach he’s helped athletes at every level prepare for and reach their goals in road,

keep your finger on the pulse of your training. They’re invaluable

mountain, and cyclocross. Browse his pre-built training plans on TrainingPeaks, or

for properly structuring training blocks, and being prepared for

for more information on personal coaching and custom training plans visit www.

priority races.

thomasendurancecoaching.com. Follow him at @endurance_coach.
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A P R O F E S S I O N A L T R I AT H L E T E B AT T L E S P T S D
A F T E R A 2014 C R A S H W I T H A C A R .
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BY ADAL AIDE PERR
he sand shifted under-

“This is her first pro race.” There

neath my feet as I walked

wasn’t time for any more intro-

to the water’s edge for

ductions. We got the 30-second

Ironman Coeur d’Alene

countdown to the start and, fol-

70.3 on June 25, 2017. It

lowing the others’ pattern, I dug my

was only 6:00 a.m., but

front foot into the sand and tensed

since Idaho is so far north, the sun

my rear leg, ready to run and dive

was already up, although at a low

into the water at the boom of the

angle, and the sky was bright. Red

cannon.

buoys made a huge rectangle on

the frantic fighting for positioning

swim around. The distance didn’t

had subsided, my nerves calmed.

scare me, but my competition did.

I fell into the same rhythm as the

When I lined up behind the other

two women in front of me. Every

wetsuit-clad women, I focused on

time I threw my head to the side

defogging my goggles. I spat on

for a breath, I saw other women

the lenses and wiped them with

falling behind me. I was keeping

my wet fingers. I hoped it would be

up with pro triathletes. I was a pro

enough. One woman looked back

triathlete.

at me and smiled. She addressed

ALEX LEPERT

the other three women to her left:

lavamagazine.com

Once the churning kicked up by

the lake, which I’d soon have to

I came out of the 1.2-mile swim
in a time of 29:34, which put me

032 : MIND & BODY
in fifth place. I wasn’t confident or well trained for the bike, and the

away. I needed one last ride over 100 miles to boost my confidence.

hilly terrain wore on me both physically and mentally. I lost several

I enjoyed tagging along with Kennett and his friends, so I decided to

places and added minutes to my time, despite being on my new A2

ride the first few miles in their pack before separating.

bike. At mile 56 I swooped around the final corner and into transition.
During the first mile of the run I saw my husband and fellow

We pulled up next to the brick-walled corner of Amante Coffee
and sat on our bikes, waiting for the group to form. Our friend Matt,

pro triathlete, Kennett, watching beside my in-laws. I heard others

who was a triathlete before becoming a professional cyclist, was

cheering, “Go, Adelaide!” because my name was printed on the race

there, and he and I had a conversation about racing. I’ll never forget

number that hung around my waist. My exhaustion from the bike and

Matt encouraging me to get a coach. After watching my cycling

the overwhelming support from loved ones and strangers caught up

progress over the 2014 winter and spring, he believed I had untapped

with me. I started to tear up.

potential. Little did I know how much I’d hang on to that conversa-

Even with a few tears, I was happy to start the half marathon and
leave the bike behind, which is often the case these days. Finding joy
in riding has been hard ever since a driver pulled
out in front of me on a training ride in 2014. While I
don’t recall flying through the driver’s side window
or the five days I spent in a sedated coma, the
emotional distress is still there when I’m on the
bike. I think it took this life-threatening crash for
me to find the motivation and drive to race professionally. Now I’m realizing that to race at a high
level I need to also address the deeper impact that

tion throughout my recovery. It was the last time I’d been told I was a
powerful athlete before the crash, and I used that memory as motiva-

While I don’t recall flying through
the driver’s side window or the five
days I spent in a sedated coma, the
emotional distress is still there
when I’m on the bike.

the crash had on my psyche.
I grew up swimming on a club team and, because both of my
parents ran, I was apt to throw in runs as cross-training. Biking was
the last piece of the puzzle for me to start racing triathlons. Shortly

tion to regain my strength.
Word spread between our group of eight that
we were headed out. We navigated through the
black wrought-iron patio furniture outside the coffee shop. With a chorus of clicks and beeps, we all
clipped into our pedals and hit the start buttons
on our Garmins.
The group organized into a pack that rode two
people side-by-side. At the turn for Left Hand Can-

yon, the guys turned their heads to check for traffic behind and then
slid over a lane while waving a quick goodbye to me as I continued
along the shoulder of U.S. Route 36.
Once I was alone, I glanced down at my Garmin and refocused on

after college, I spent January 2010 on a self-supported bike tour with

executing my ride. While the road is designated as a highway, U.S.

Lydia, my older sister, and fell in love with the bike as both a mode of

36 is only a two-lane road that butts up against the foothills of the

transportation and a means of escaping the busyness of society.

Rocky Mountains. Each side has a paved shoulder 5–10 feet wide,

When I moved to Colorado, biking suddenly seemed like a lot of effort again. It took meeting my future husband, Kennett, in the winter of
2013 to reconnect with the saddle and recall that a six-mile ride across

making room for cyclists even though the speed limit for cars is an
uncalled-for 65 mph.
Given the spectacular fall weather, I was just another one of the

town shouldn’t be considered a trek. Kennett had spent seven years

thousand cyclists who rode this undulating stretch of road that day. I

training as a cyclist and was traveling nationally to race when I met him.

specifically remember being calm, content and proud of my willpower to

I admired Kennett for his dedication to training. I had always
wanted to be an elite athlete, but I was always experiencing devastating ups and downs. My shifting moods and unreliable energy levels
had kept me from ever finding consistency training. Shortly before
meeting Kennett, I had been diagnosed with bipolar II. However,
with medical treatment I was finally training regularly, with my goals
centered on racing ultramarathons. A few months into dating, Kennett bought me a beautiful road bike. When I badly sprained my ankle
running a few months later, I turned to the bike full-time.
Kennett coached me for bike racing, and, as athletes, it seemed
we were always riding to the grocery store to stock up on food. When
my car broke down on the side of the highway a year after meeting Kennett, I decided to go carless. Through the rocky parts of our
new relationship, the bike brought us together. Kennett would let me
through and let him draft off me. He taught me to ride in a pack so
that I could join him on group rides.
On October 18, 2014, Kennett and I woke to a brisk but sunny
Saturday. He was going to enjoy an off-season ride with friends. I was
training for HITS Lake Havasu Ironman-distance triathlon. The 2.4mile swim, 112-mile bike ride and 26.2-mile run were only three weeks
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draft off him on a commute unless he was tired, in which case I’d pull
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push through what, for me, would be a hard ride. Still gauging my speed,

wall. Kennett went with me as a bodyguard and second set of eyes

I naturally slowed down on the climbs, picked up my pace during the flat

in the traffic. Later that winter, the neurologist told me in her report

sections and relaxed when I had the momentum of going downhill.

over the phone that I had PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder). I

As I approached the intersection of U.S. 36 and Hygiene Road, I

tried convincing her that wasn’t the case until she clarified, “You have

moved left from the shoulder of U.S. 36 into the right turn lane for

PTSD because one of the tests you took in my office shows that you

those traveling east. Moving into the turn lane would deter cars from

do.” I sat with that one for a while. I wasn’t convinced.

cutting me off with a right hook, while also providing a straight, safe

On my upbeat days, I was too focused on training for Vineman, my

trajectory through the intersection and back into the shoulder of U.S.

self-designated comeback race, to consider PTSD. I attributed my

36 again. Since U.S. 36 is the larger road, there is no stop sign for

frequent weeks of depression to bipolar episodes caused by residual

northbound or southbound traffic; only cars approaching from Hy-

stress of the crash instead of PTSD. My mood would shift quickly in an

giene have to stop to get on to U.S. 36. These sorts of safety precau-

attempt to cope. One moment I’d want to start a large campaign like

tions were instinctive to me at this point in my cycling career. I knew

Mothers Against Drunk Driving, but for distracted driving. Later I’d be

how to handle the rules of the road and ride confidently in a way that

in tears. If I heard bad news within the cycling community, I’d be in an

explicitly told cars what actions I’d be taking.

emotional tailspin for weeks.

When I was 50 feet out from the intersection, a large red obstacle

Without any doubt, I have experienced PTSD over the past two-

suddenly appeared in my vision. I knew it was a car, but it drove several

plus years. Last summer a triathlete, Michelle Walters, was killed by

lengths past the stop sign all the way onto U.S. 36 so quickly that when

a car a half mile from our house on the Boulder Ironman course. My

it stopped directly in my lane of traffic, my

feelings of anger and intense sorrow caught up

situation to felt momentarily surreal. Given

with me at a track practice. I didn’t have the

that I was on a 6 percent downhill, my speed

energy to run hard and simultaneously man-

was averaging close to 35 mph. My hands

age my emotions. A half lap into the first mile

jumped up from the aerobars to my bullhorns,

effort, I pulled out of the inner lane of the high

where I grasped the brakes so tightly that they

school track. I leaned over in a squat position,

locked against the rims of my wheels. Slowing

holding my hands down to steady myself as I

down wasn’t an option; I needed to stop. The

sobbed. Once I felt I could stand again I walked

sensation of my rear tire skidding out from

away from the training group and found a

underneath me sent an electrifying sense of

small bridge under some trees to continue

panic throughout my body. I knew my control

weeping. Michelle had been a young female

was gone; I could no longer correct the situ-

triathlete like me, but she didn’t survive. That

ation and I was going down. The moment my

could have been me.
Another reason it took me so long to ap-

clist who had a few extra seconds behind me

preciate the crippling effects of my PTSD was

was able to swerve left, narrowly avoiding the

because I focused on how lucky I was. Not

red car and oncoming traffic. Tires screeched
as another driver coming up behind me made
last-minute corrections to avoid adding to the
carnage.
The left side of my face took the brunt
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body slammed into the red Fiat, another cy-

only had I survived, but I was able to return to
sports. Even better, there were so many people
encouraging me in that journey. I wanted to
keep motivating others to ride. I wanted to
take care of others who were overcoming

of the impact. The window sliced my face open from my lip down to

trauma. If I heard that someone had been hurt riding, I reached out to

behind my ear. The ripped back tissue provided an open view of my

them. Little did I think that I needed to do a better job of taking care

broken jaw and my teeth, which were holding on for dear life to my

of myself.

gums. Add to that a broken cheekbone, nose and eye socket. I was
bleeding to death.
I only survived because, by chance, there was an ambulance
nearby. I spent 11 days in Longmont United Hospital.

The severity of my PTSD became apparent to me after I crashed
again. This time it was in early 2017, during a training ride in Tucson. I hit
a pothole while I had one hand off the handlebars to drink water. Though
I only broke an elbow, the crash sent me into a severe fight, flight or

Used to setting goals for training and racing, I naturally started

freeze response. I spent weeks upset at people who didn’t deserve my

writing daily plans when I came out of the coma. One morning I woke

rage. I no longer wanted to involve myself with other triathletes, and I

at 5 a.m. determined that I would ditch the hospital gown and wear my

became severely depressed. I assumed it was because my bipolar was

own clothes. My goal for the day was to walk, and I didn’t want my butt

flaring up, and my solution was to go to the psychiatrist and beg for ad-

hanging out of a gown when I made my way to the hallway. This was

vice. In addition to changes he made with my supplements and bipolar

possibly one of the early examples of how I refused to be an injured

medication, he also referred me to a trauma therapist.

person, pushing through the recovery process at unprecedented speed.

Now I’m seeing a therapist who specializes in a neurological treat-

I went for my first ride five weeks after my crash, even though I still

ment for trauma called brainspotting. I’ve learned how my amygdala,

had a stomach tube protruding from the left side of my abdominal

a part of the subconscious brain, used the first crash to understand
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the second one. When I crashed the first time, my brain knew I was

push myself. Through therapy, I’ve been more goal-oriented with my

near dying. After my fall in February, my brain assumed that because

run and less concerned with my bike splits.

I crashed, I must be near dying. Even though I was completely intact,

The severity of my PTSD became apparent to me after I crashed again.
This time it was in early 2017, during a training ride in Tucson. I hit a
pothole while I had one hand off the handlebars to drink water. Though
I only broke an elbow, the crash sent me into a severe fight, flight or freeze
response. I spent weeks upset at people who didn’t deserve my rage.

My running efforts paid off at Coeur d’Alene. I felt powerful and
extra fast in my new bright-pink Cuore of Switzerland kit. Locals had
music blasting out oldies songs from speakers on a few different
corners. One father and his teenage daughter had garden hoses to
spray down racers. I finished the run by egging on a male age grouper.
Coming alongside him I joked, “Come on, where’s your finishing kick?”
Then I pulled a half foot in front. We ended up finishing the race neck
and neck across the timer, which always makes me smile. I love encouraging other people to find their inner strength too.
I’ve got a long way to go before I develop into the pro triathlete

minus a broken elbow, my brain feared for the worst in a way I hadn’t

I’m think I’m capable of being. I could look at my crash and half year

anticipated and it sent me into that fight, flight or freeze response.

of recovery as wasted time, a major setback if you will. Instead, I’m

After the first crash, I put pressure on myself to return to triathlon

choosing to treat it as a stepping stone. The crash gave me the cour-

and ignored my long-term health for several years, but it caught up

age to fully step into the world of racing in a way I might never have

with me. Now I need to work through the fear I’ve subconsciously had

done otherwise.

LAVA

since my crash. It is like physical therapy for my brain.
I love triathlons because they teach me to push my boundaries,

For more information on Adelaide Perr and her story, be sure to visit the

but I’ve learned that at times I also need to respect those boundaries.

site www.bethebeastcoaching.com. You can also follow her on Twitter(

And the beauty of triathlon is that there are so many different ways to

@a_perr) and Instagram (adelaide.perr).
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GOING TO WORK IN

COCO BEACH
A F I R S T-Y E A R T R I AT H L O N P R O R E P O R T S
O N W H AT I T ’ S L I K E T O S TA R T L I V I N G T H E D R E A M .

I’

BY KELLY O’MARA PHOTOS BY WAGNER ARAUJO

m assuming most people probably need more than
three weeks’ notice to fly to Costa Rica and race a 70.3.
Fortunately for me, when you take your pro license,
ready to hop onto a start line at any time is exactly

“If it rains during the race, what’s the plan?” I asked the race
announcer, who was sharing my shuttle van to the expo. He
laughed. “The plan is you get wet.”
Racing as a rookie pro means always asking questions that

the kind of thing you’re preparing for. Why wouldn’t I

probably sound stupid to other people. Who do I contact to

fly somewhere I’ve never been—and don’t know much

sign up for this race? Where can I find the list of prize money?

about—to race my third half-Ironman of the month? Wasn’t

How about the link to that site where you can search and

this the dream?

check a medication to be sure it’s legit? How do I know it’s

In June, Costa Rica hosted its first Ironman-brand race with

legit? How do so many people know which pros are starting

the inaugural 70.3 at Coco Beach, on the northwest coast of

a race beforehand? There are start lists publicly available??

the country, in the Guanacaste region. It’s an area known for

Where? Who knew.

its beaches, rain forests, ecotourism and sloths. Apparently.

At first, I thought I was just clueless. Even though I raced

As best I could figure out beforehand, it was also known for

elite once before, in my early 20s, so much has changed and I

raining—a lot.

never really knew what I was doing back then anyway. At first, I
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thought I must be dumb, having to figure out every single thing

What were the course conditions? Was it really raining all the

as I go, like relearning triathlon all over again. But eventually I

time, like my weather app on my phone kept telling me?” And

realized all the other pros are making it up as they go too. Fake

he’s a lot faster and more experienced than I am. In fact—spoil-

it till you make it—just always at full speed.

er alert—he won the thing.

That goes for pro meetings and new races too. I was, it turns

In turned out the rundown of what to expect was succinct

out, not the only one unsure what to expect for the inaugural

and laid-back: The bike course will be 8 km short because

race in Costa Rica.

the road was washed out. On the plus side, you won’t have to

Kevin Collington told me he was actually full of questions
beforehand too. “Was it going to be a small race or a big race?

lavamagazine.com

worry about cattle crossings now. Transition has turned into a
mud pit. And, at one point on the run, the volunteers will tell

We ran right and left and around, up and down through town,
along the beach, on a dirt path, then back on the road,
under palm trees and through puddles.

you to run across what looks like a river. They’re not directing

the beach, standing knee-deep in the water and creating a hu-

you the wrong way; run across the river. Oh, and there are jel-

man funnel for us to run through. At the start line, there were

lyfish, but they’re small.

more TV crews and photographers than pro female athletes—I

The upside? You’re in Costa Rica. It’s beautiful, if you have the
wherewithal to look around. And, we were told, the president had
declared the race a sporting event of national importance.

practiced my best “This is totally normal, I always look seriously off into the distance” face.
I am not a big deal. I’m not even a deal at all. But no one

In other words: It’s a really, really big deal.

here seemed to know that yet, and if being a new pro is all

If I hadn’t figured that out by the start, it became clear very

about convincing yourself you belong, then I wasn’t going to

quickly. As we stood under the arch in the sand, crowds filled

disabuse any Costa Ricans of that notion.
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There were somewhere between 1,500
and 2,000 athletes who started the race. According to the race staff, Ironman typically

of us know how to do: it was a race. A tropi-

one steep hill again. And, on the long,

cal, challenging, wild race.

crowded flat sections, I tried to remember

The water was clear and warm, with

the Spanish for “On your left!”

has about 500 Costa Ricans total at all of its

prickly little stings the only sign of micro-

events annually worldwide. It was the orga-

scopic jellyfish. The crowds screamed as

clear we weren’t racing each other so much

nizers’ assumption then that a large portion

I ran through the ankle-deep water and

as we were racing Costa Rica.

of the field were first-time 70.3 athletes.

mud in transition. The bike course led us

Another huge portion were incredibly fast
70.3 athletes from all over Central America
and the lower U.S., taking advantage of a
new local(ish) race. It made for a wild mix
on the roads.
Of those numbers, six were female professional athletes and 10 were male pros.
One glance at that pro start list also made
it clear I could very easily be sixth out of six.

I am not a big deal. I’m not even a deal at
all. But no one here seemed to know that yet,
and if being a new pro is all about convincing
yourself you belong, then I wasn’t going to
disabuse any Costa Ricans of that notion.

It was on the run, though, that it became

We ran right and left and around, up and
down through town, along the beach, on a
dirt path, then back on the road, under palm
trees and through puddles. The humidity
dripped. Everyone struggled. I wanted to
quit. A local pro man ran next to me on his
second lap, as I started my first. We leapfrogged as he sped ahead and then was
forced to stop and walk. I repeated to myself, “Just keep running. You don’t even have

Leanda Cave. Lauren Goss. Dede Griesbauer.

up a hill out of Coco Beach and then down

It turns out most pros don’t necessarily

through lush tropics and into small towns,

travel to a race unless they think they can

where locals yelled, “Vamos! Vamos!”

and it will be hot and humid—you might as

win the money to cover the costs. Race-

On the second loop of completely closed

well have fans screaming your name and

cations aren’t as much a thing when racing

roads, the humidity and mass of athletes

kids spraying you with hoses.

is your job.

both reached a peak. My sweaty hands

But once we were racing, it was what all
lavamagazine.com

slipped on the bars as we climbed up the

to run fast; just keep running.”
At least if it’s going to be hot and humid—

As we hit the out-and-backs, I looked at
the women ahead of me, and they looked
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at me. We were all melting, all shuffling.
We were all the same. And I was just as
good as anyone out there.
Here is the one thing I’ve learned so far,

s e e m o n ke y s .
E ve n t u a l ly, o n e s t e p at a t i m e , y o u
m ov e o n t o t h e n e x t t h i n g .
But on the run, when it seemed like it

in my five months of racing as a pro: some

would never end, I wanted to stop. I wanted

days are bad; some are better. You make

to, but I didn’t want to disappoint the kids

improvements and claim small successes,

screaming for me or the thousands of spec-

and move on from the defeats. One block,
one aid station at a time, I ran my way into
fourth and threw myself a victory party in my
head. And then I got passed back for fifth in
the final stretch.
E v e n t u a l ly, I c r o s s e d t h e l i n e a n d
shook hands with the woman ahead
o f m e . E v e n t u a l ly, I g o t u p f r o m t h e
c o t w h e r e t h e m e d s t af f w as s p ra y i n g m e w i t h m i s t e r s a n d c ov e r i n g m e
i n i ce . E v e n t u a l ly, I p i c ke d u p m y s t u f f ,
d r e n c h e d i n m u d , f r o m t ra n s i t i o n . E v e n t u a l ly, I b i ke d b a c k t o t h e r e s o r t , a n d t h e
p e o p le I h a d m e t t h e r e c h e e r e d fo r m e .

Eventually, I got up from the cot where the
med staff was spraying me with misters and
covering me in ice. Eventually, I picked up
my stuff, drenched in mud, from transition.
Eventually, I biked back to the resort, and the
people I had met there cheered for me. Eventually, I limped my way through a rainforest tour
the next day, so I could see monkeys.

E v e n t u a l ly, I l i m p e d m y w a y t h r o u g h a

tators lining the streets. I didn’t want them

ra i n fo r e s t t o u r t h e n e x t d a y, s o I c o u ld

to realize I wasn’t actually a big deal.

“I haven’t won a lot of 70.3 races, but I
can say I took a lot of selfies and signed a
lot of T-shirts after winning,” said Collington. The fans are very enthusiastic, and who
doesn’t want to be a part of that?
I didn’t know I was going to Costa Rica
until a few weeks before, and I didn’t know
what to expect when I got there, so I did
what every rookie pro does. I asked a lot of
questions—of taxi drivers, police officers,
local athletes, and friends of friends who
lived there. It’s an amazing spot for a race,
they said; everyone is excited to see this
inaugural event.
What they didn’t tell me was it’d be my
first pro paycheck and podium, that it’d be
an important step in this whole pro process
for me, that once other people think you’re
good, you start to believe maybe they’re
right, maybe you can compete. Maybe anything is possible.
The 2018 edition of Ironman Costa Rica
70.3 is set for next June 24.
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“We’re high-volume athletes. The
foam roller is easy and fast, and it
can help calm down muscles that
have taken a beating.”
DR. JOHN POST
SPEED CLINIC
PA G E 4 6
lavamagazine.com
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DOMINATES THE AEROBAR

ZIPP NSW

THE AERIA ULTIMATE
N AT URE A DA P T S . S O D O W E .

development engineers to nature and the emerging science of biomimicr y. Studying the

454

MARKET FOR ADJUSTABILITY

Basic elements of innovation – ingenuit y, curiosit y, and imagination – led Zipp ® advanced
ef fect of tubercles on improving the ef ficiency of humpback whale flippers helped refine
the design of the Zipp 454 NSW’s Saw tooth ™ rim technology. The result is superior Aero
Balance ™ for our fastest, most stable wheelset. Learn more at zipp.com/NSW
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ESCAPE FROM ALCATRAZ:
ALTERNATE ROUTE

A

BY T.J. MURPHY
s I have w r itte n about and

That wouldn’t cut it for me in 2017/2018. By

w h i n ed a bout for years now, I

March, my runs would resemble the Jog-Walk

was rec kless in my 20s whe n it

of the Living Dead. So rather than 1) building

So practicing and mastering better
mechanics is a foundational step, not a
pre-race spit shine.

cam e to b e i n g a n e n durance at hlete. I

an aerobic foundation 2) building speed and

4. Build a base of strength, stamina and

ac hi eved so m e d ecent cit ize n-leve l pe r-

strength and 3) tapering, the training targets

power. So before I return to pounding

fo rm a nces , pa r t i cu larly in t he marat hon,

and tools I have in mind look like this:

the pavement, I have to build the struc-

b u t I d i d i t i n a fas hion t hat left me wit h

1. Go keto. Eat a ketogenic diet to reduce

tural integrity to absorb it well. But

lo n g- last i n g d a m age to my hamst ring , my

inflammation in the body, lose as much

you need the mobility to get into good

Ac h i lles te n d o n a n d my knee. In my 30s,

excess fat as possible, and boost recov-

positions and the good positions to use

I b u lld ozed my way t hroug h more injuries

ery speed through epigenetic signaling

good mechanics. Then the strength and

in f i n i s h i n g f i ve I ro n mans. This cost me
sp eed a nd t he a b i li ty to wal k up and down

and hormonal regulation.
2. Become a mobility freak. Mobility has

conditioning takes things up a level.
5. Practice swimming, bike and running

become quite the buzz word since Dr. Kelly

with very specific less-is-more train-

Starrett started talking about tissue health,

ing sessions. Rather than blasting out

I finally let go of my old-school training phi-

joint mobility, sliding surfaces, position,

the miles with the intent of flooding a

losophy and reverence for the purity of high-

core-to-extremity power and such. Six-

log book with big numbers, be super

mileage and opened my mind to new lines of

time Ironman World champion and super

picky and smart about each 30 minutes

thought. I didn’t really believe anything was

coach Dave Scott is also emphatic about

of training. This is a big deal with Dave

going to restore even a few degrees of athletic

the importance of mobility for triathletes

Scott’s coaching. Rather than heading

capacity. When they did, I had a real duh mo-

when he says that there is not strength or

out and clocking an easy 40-minute or

ment. I could have been smarter all along.

power without mobility. That says it all for

60-minute workout, strategize on how

me—these days, if I take two days off from

to get the most out of that training block

stai rs w i t h o u t a li m p.
In my 40s, there was compound interest.

It’s been a long time since I’ve raced a long
triathlon: In 2005, I crossed the finish line

mobility work it’s like being zapped through

at Ironman France. A great event, but I flew

a time machine to my worst and most

with intervals, temp work and/or drills.

home more mangled and tattered than ever

inflexible days. This just happened a week

nutrition. You can say this is excep-

before. I had no fresh incentive to do another.

ago. BUT—do it every day and more than

tionally important for older triathletes,

6. Don’t be shy about technology and

That’s changed. In interviewing a range

once a day and I’m bouncing off the walls.

but for the younger triathlete want-

of scientists and coaches who are finding

Message to self is a Starrett maxim: When

ing to attain best performance, it still

success with new technologies and training

it comes to mobility, no days off.

applies. Every bit adds up. Veteran

protocols, include the likes of LAVA contrib-

3. Use good mechanics. Credit Brian

experts like Dave Scott and Dr. Tim

utor Dave Scott, I want to test taking an al-

MacKenzie of Power Speed Endurance

Noakes have talked extensively about

ternative route toward the starting line of a

of making good movement patterns

how if they’d followed a smarter,

triathlon. One that won’t grind me down but

a priority and teaching ways to de-

lower-carb/anti-inflammation diet in

rather build me up and even offer a measure

velop those good patterns. MacKenzie

their younger days they would acquired

of protection from the stress of the race.

emphasizes how important this is both

a number of benefits leading to better

for performance and reducing injury

performance then and more longevity

1991 or so. Decades plus later, I hear the ferry boats

risk. Consider what’s going to happen

now. The tech I am convinced will help

and 60-degree water calling me back. So I have

to your back, hips, knees, ankles and

me Escape From Alcatraz next year are

more than half of a year to train. What I would

tissues when you run a marathon with

listed in the sidebar.

have done in the old days is basically this: swim,

shitty mechanics—say 33,000 steps

bike and run, at first a little build to a lot, plenty of

worth—after biking and exhausting

Follow T.J.’s Jet Stream column on

long runs and rides, then throw in some occasional

certain muscles in a 112-mile bike ride.

LAVAMagazine.com and also on Twitter:

speed work. Taper a few days. Show up and race.

You’re not doing yourself any favors.

@burning_runner.

I raced in the Escape From Alcatraz back around

lavamagazine.com
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ALISTAIR BROWNLEE CHOOSES ALBACORE, A SUIT LIKE NO OTHER!
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SPEED CLINIC METHOD
OF RELIEVING PAIN
Four habits all triathletes should adopt.

RUSLANDASHINSKY

BY DR. JOHN POST, MD

“

O K , t he t readm il l is goin g to

an M RI, an d even un dergon e two in jec-

Ironman-distance racing and was considering

sta r t i n 3 —2—1 . . . go.” It was wit h

t ions so far, th e most h elpful in ter ven -

another 140.6-mile sufferfest. “How could I

t hese wo rds t hat t riat hlete E m-

t ion had been a couple of session s with a

when no one had figured out the cause of this

physi cal th erapist.

hip pain, so I could fix it and go on?” she said.

ily bega n h e r ses s i on of be ing unde r t he
microsco p e at t h e Unive rsity of Virg inia

Her hip was better, but not back to baseline.

Enter Max Prokopy and the Speed Clinic.

Sp eed Cli n i c i n C harlottesv il le, Virg inia.

And certainly not to where she could experi-

S h e’d h ad h i p pa i n for a year, and while

ence the joy (?) of triathlon training. You

Originally a gait lab stuffed in an out-of-way

sh e had see n two doctors, had X-rays and

see, Emily had already “crossed the line” at

basement at the research park, it performed

lavamagazine.com

“Speed Clinic” is somewhat of a misnomer.
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rudimentary bike fits, run stride analyses, lac-

After a short cooldown period, a very

tate threshold tests and the like. It was pretty

careful injury and training history was de-

good for its day. These days, however, using

veloped. They wanted to know in detail how

the Vicon Motion Capture software, the clinic

she got to today. Nobody was in a hurry as

boasts of being a “world-class combination of

they explored any pain she’d had, the source

technology and real-world expertise” whose

and success of her orthotics, races, training

goal is to work with each athlete’s unique bio-

methods, status as a self-coached athlete,

letes. The foam roller is easy and fast, and

mechanical footprint to make them the most

etc. They also wanted to know her short-

it can help calm down muscles that have

healthy and efficient athlete possible. Emily

and long-term goals. Then it was time for

was hoping for just that.

a physical exam. Formally trained in both

looked at us with a huge grin and said, “This
was awesome!”
I believe she’s right.
If Max could ask triathletes to adopt four
habits, they’d be:
1. Foam rolling. We’re high-volume ath-

taken a beating.
2. Stretching hip flexors. We spend so

exercise physiology and strength and con-

much time bent over that this simple

what to expect in the next couple of hours,

ditioning, Max almost immediately noticed

stretch is an important antidote to the

they asked Emily to stand on a platform

that despite equal limb lengths and a level

aero position.

while Max and his assistant Jennifer used

pelvis, Emily’s right knee would turn in when

a pair of calipers to make careful note of

he loaded her right leg. This did not happen

Most definitely.) So many triathletes,

her joint position and limb alignment. You

on the left. Hmmm.

without realizing it, raise their diaphragm

Following an initial tour and an outline of

could see in Emily’s face that this was all a

Shortly, he asked her to stand and face

3. Practice respiration; breathing. (Really?

with inspiration rather than lowering it.
This can lead to a host of physical pains.

bit overwhelming. Sensors in the walls and

us, and with her feet shoulder-width apart,

ceiling, digital cameras everywhere, lights

to squat. I could sense that he was on to

flashing, photos being taken while people are

something already, and yep, there it was.

ported (see photo opposite page). This

going over you with a fine-tooth comb. Yikes!

When Emily descended into the flexed-knee

is a terrific exercise to develop strong,

What’s next, a pop quiz?

position, she leaned to the left. By a good

functional glutes

Once the pair was satisfied with their

suggested. Even I could see the asymmetry.

reflective markers on Emily’s limbs, pelvis,

Max was on a roll. In another part of the

and lumbar and thoracic spine. She looked

exam he saw that she had, like many triath-

as if she had some kind of funny-looking

letes, paradoxical breathing, which may also

bump disease. Now to the force plate–instru-

be contributory. In case you haven’t been

mented treadmill where Jennifer, a former

paying attention, it was pretty obvious that

pro bike racer with an undergrad degree

this was way more than a gait evaluation. It

in physics and a masters in mechanical

was a total movement analysis.
Jennifer had collated the treadmill-derived

what the treadmill was getting ready to do.

information from 10 infrared cameras go-

“We’ll start the belt slowly, say two and

ing at 500 frames per second. That’s a

half miles per hour, just to get you used to

total of 5,000 frames per second, people!

it. Also, what’s your usual training pace?” A

After showing Emily the digital images and

little back and forth and this was worked out.

explaining the information they yielded, he

Let me underscore that this was an athlete-

illustrated the final nail in the coffin of di-

centric experience where all hands were

agnosing her posterior hip muscle issue and

focused on this individual athlete. There was

how her paradoxical breathing was contrib-

no music playing in the background, and no-

uting. They demonstrated several exercises

body looked at a cell phone. Pretty unusual, I

until she could do them correctly without

thought, for 2017.

coaching, and then it was outside. In the
vacant parking lot, they taught Emily three

was cooking. Max, looking like someone who

more drills to put all this together. “I want

had done this many times before, took up

to generate long-lasting improvement in her

a position fifteen feet behind her, watching

movement,” said Max. The funny thing was

intensely, detail by detail. Then, wordlessly, he

that she could already feel a change for the

moved to the side and continued to observe.

better. “It makes me run differently.”

More notes, more data. Emily ran steadily,

Follow Dr. Post on Twitter @johnpostmd.

Now we turned to the computer, where

math!) gave concise, clear directions about

The treadmill picked up speed until Emily

LAVA

margin, actually. “Squat again, Emily” he

measurements, they carefully placed 17

engineering (well, somebody has to do the

4. Single-leg squat with other leg sup-

GIVE THE PERFECT GIFT
MAGAZINE

LEARN MORE

Each athlete is given these detailed ex-

determined. To the naked eye she looked

ercise plans, stretches, and a DVD of their

smooth and steady with a fluid gait pattern.

personal data to review when they get home.

The engine that could.

As Emily got in her car to head home, she

lavamagazine.com
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BUILDING YOUR
POWER CENTER
Solving and preventing injuries through core strength.
BY JOHN POST, MD

abs

\abz\ n

Stomach muscle, abdominal muscles, athlete slang (especially triathletes) used to characterize the
anatomy of the lower trunk, i.e. she has great abs. Or the athlete overheard trying to impress
his girlfriend relating “that awkward moment when you walk thru the metal detector and
your abs of steel set them off.” Envious term depicting a washboard stomach.
Antonyms incl. beer gut, spare tire, pot, paunch, middle-aged spread.

I

f I could do just one thing for the novice

efficient path through the water, leading to a

back, you’ll be on the right track. Then when you

and sophomore triathlete, it would be to

faster swim and a faster race.

step into the water next you can elevate the butt

improve his/her swim stroke by getting

This ab workout can be a quick part of a

the hips up, way up. Make them more hydrody-

daily, or nearly so, routine created to work this

namic. In other words, make the athlete faster

muscle group. The array of exercise choices be-

by giving him/her a stronger core. Ab strength

low can keep the daily routine interesting. Our

is key for any triathlete wishing to improve in

goal here is quality over quantity.

the swim. Or more accurately, for any triath-

Coaches use the terms “Press your chest”

that way. Really, if you consciously think about
it, the butt comes up closer to the surface.
HINTS
1. Use a yoga mat or carpeted gym floor.
Even your bedroom floor is OK.

lete wishing to improve in the sport in general.

when they’re trying to get you more hydrody-

2. At the pool, a couple folded towels will do.

Climbing power on the bike, hills on the run, a

namic in the pool. If, while you’re performing

3. Start slowly, of course, and then gradually

strong core helps the athlete in many ways. The

these exercises, you keep a mental note of your

ability in the water to control correct body posi-

swimming, as if someone has a big hook in the

tion, body rotation, etc. is rewarded with a more

waist band of your suit as it crosses the low

increase the number of reps.
4. Early on, abdominal muscle soreness is
often seen. You’ll get over it.

PLANKS
Prone, weight supported on your elbows, back
flat. (Beginners 30-45 seconds, Int. 60 seconds,
Adv. 90+ seconds)

MARVIN HAGLERS
Supine, right elbow to left knee, hands behind
knee, then left elbow to right knee. (Beginners:
15 reps, intermediate 20 reps, advanced 30+)

FLUTTER KICKS
Not pictured. Arms at the side or under butt,
supine, 4 count exercise.

lavamagazine.com

MARVIN HAGLERS: PLACE BOTH FEET FLAT ON GROUND

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JOHN POST

head rotate torso so right elbow touches left
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HELL RAISERS
Supine, body rotated 20-30 degrees, left arm
behind head, right arm extended perpendicular to body, legs 90 degrees at the hip then
flex-ext at the knees. 2 count exercise (Beginners: 15 reps each side, intermediate 30 reps,
advanced 50+)

CRUNCHES
Knees bent, supine, hands behind head (variant: just touching ears) lift elbows to knees.
(Beginners: 15 reps, intermediate 40 reps.,
advanced 100+)

ALLABS
Prone, arms extended overhead, lift chest
and ribs off the floor. May be helpful to use
assistant to hold feet. (Beginners: 10 reps,
intermediate. 25 reps, advanced 40+)

CHUCKS
Supine, cross one leg over the other as shown,
hands behind head, lift torso and touch elbow
to opposite, free knee. (Beginners: 10 reps/
side, intermediate. 25 reps, advanced 50+)

LEG LEVERS
Supine, legs 6” off the floor, raise to 36” and
then back to 6”. (Beginners: 10 reps, intermediate 25 reps, advanced 100+)

DOUBLE LEG PIKES
Supine, arms over head. Lift legs and arms at the
same time attempting to touch toes. (Beginners:
5 reps, Intermediate 15 reps, advanced 25+)

SIT-UPS/BELLY-UPS
Supine, hands behind head or on belly. Lift
shoulders from floor till sitting. Can also be
done as “nobody holding your legs” sit-ups.
(Beginners: 10 reps, Intermediate 25-50 reps,
advanced 100+)

BACK EXTENSIONS
Prone, legs together, arms overhead. Lift arms
and legs off the floor at the same time, briefly,
and then back down. (Beginners: 10 reps,
Intermediate 25 reps, advanced 50+)
Models: Triathletes Kevin Righe and Corinna
Coffin, also a BattleFrog age group World
Champion. Location: Highland, home of
President James Monroe, Charlottesville, VA.
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RACING
BACK-TO-BACK

How do you jam together big race efforts without breaking to pieces?

TOM OLESNEVICH

BY PHILIP HATZIS

Exiting the Hudson at the NYC Lifetime Fitness tri.

W

hether you’re looking to race yourself fit for a goal race,

both IRONMAN Nice and IRONMAN UK in one season. They were only five

or you just have a hectic schedule and need to fit in

weeks apart and I felt totally confident that I would PR and do well in my

your entire racing season in a few short weeks, many

age group at IRONMAN UK.

triathletes find themselves signed up for multiple races that take

After a PR at Nice, I was on track … or so I thought. IRONMAN UK

place within a short time period. It can be done, but your game

was—to date—my worst performance in any race ever. It was almost

plan for racing back-to-back triathlons needs to include a detailed

as slow as my first ever IRONMAN distance race and far slower than

periodization plan (with plenty of recovery) so you will peak at the

the harder, hillier course in Nice (I’m not ashamed to admit that I

right times.

basically cried my way through the last 10 miles of the run—what a

Many moons ago, in my second year of racing the IRONMAN distance,
I decided I wanted to get even fitter, faster etc. I decided to sign up for

lavamagazine.com

waste of fluids!). Recovering enough between races is a tricky challenge, and not one to be taken lightly.
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Now as a coach, I can reflect, laugh and objectively understand both

If your consistent training load is equivalent to the event you are racing

sides of why I did what I did, and also recognize the learning points that

in, then what is deemed as back-to-back could just be considered a long

I gained from this experience. My recovery strategy between each race

training day. However, notice that we are labeling these races as “just

was poor and I was on the back foot before I even started, which begs

training,” not “loads of small races that I am pretending don’t mean much

the question, “How does one race endurance events successfully back to

but actually I want to win and will kill myself trying to do so!”

back?”
It can’t be too hard can it? Team events like football or rugby with

Many long course athletes like doing a marathon during the
early season for their running fitness. As a coach I can argue ei-

matches once or twice a week still allow their athletes to compete fre-

ther way if it is right or wrong, but if it is not your main race, why

quently and they seem to be successful through a whole season. However,

shy away from doing a long bike ride the day before to simulate

even team sports follow a periodization model similar to one triathletes

racing? Equally, remember that each triathlon distance or endur-

see with their focus being to peak for the culmination of the championship tournament or at the end of the season.
PLAN WELL AHEAD OF TIME

If you are racing back-to-back events, don’t have unrealistic
expectations of “smashing” each race.

Before you even start recovering between events, you must plan out
your season (or even multiple seasons) identifying which event you want

ance event brings with it different physiological stresses that

to completely peak at. This may be the finals, a world championship or

have to be trained for. What you have to be good at for IRONMAN

your qualifier event.

racing is very different to sprint distance or standard distance

Once that has been decided, you can address how you want to treat all
other events throughout the season: Do you need to qualify? Is it a leg-

racing. Where do all your events fit within the larger picture of
your overall goals for the year?

opener? Do you want to practice nutrition for a larger event down the line?
Endurance sport pioneer Joe Friel kindly labeled these races “A,” “B” or

BE SPECIFIC AND REALISTIC WITH YOUR GOALS

“C” events based on how important they were to you. You can have more

It’s amusing listening to IRONMAN athletes complain that they felt

than one “A” race in a year, but you have to really be sure there is enough

they could/should have beaten a training buddy in a 70.3 or other dis-

time between them to prepare for each one adequately. More importantly,

tance event. Why? That is like Usain Bolt complaining that he should

after one of these “A” races, you’ll need to recover, rebuild and then re-peak.

have beaten Mo Farah over 10K because he is the fastest man on the

Don’t just commit to one of them outwardly, commit internally too. Too

planet! He may be, but only at the distance he is racing at. If you are

often people state that an event is only classed as “C,” but because their

racing back-to-back events, don’t have unrealistic expectations of

training partners are also racing, the odds just changed, or maybe they

“smashing” each race. Treat the race with the priority it deserves based

don’t want to look bad in front of others, they don’t stick to their plan,

on your goals. Then the recovery process becomes much easier.

race too hard and then lose focus for their “A” race.
RECOVER RIGHT
WHY PEAK AND THEN RECOVER?
When you race, you are pushing your body to the limit. Things like
fat percentages will be lower than they have ever been. If you don’t
let them spring back, you will end up ill, injured, fatigued or fed up.

The truth is, no matter how much pre-planning you have made, you
can never fully estimate how you will fare after the event, especially if the
event in question is long distance.
Therefore, between races, think what your goal of the recovery period

Racing is exhausting for your mind and your body, a refresh will bring

should be, and stick to it. That being said, always listen to your body (al-

you back stronger and fresher. Essentially we can consider this recov-

ways listen to your body more than your ego).

ery period a macro version of the Hans-Seyer model of adaptation.
You have peaked, you will need to recover before you climb up to your
next level of fitness.

If you have decided to recover, don’t just smash through several hard
training sessions with your friends because:
1 Your race went really well and you are on a high.
2 Your race went below par and you want to demonstrate to friends,

MANAGE YOUR LOAD
Your TrainingPeaks Performance Management Chart (PMC) will

training buddies, and/or yourself you don’t suck.
3 You suddenly decided it is the right thing to do.

allow you to plan out these periods nicely. It will also let you identify

Equally, if you have decided to train straight through one race to your

what a manageable training load is. For someone racing IRONMAN, it

next event, do exactly that, put in the big overload sessions as planned.

may be that a 70.3 event is a manageable load – you could race them

Don’t shy away from them because you are tired. You had planned to be!

within a week of each other.

Stick to your annual plan.

For example, if you are racing a 260 TSS bike and a 220 TSS run during

Often doing some stock training sessions or familiar workout loops

your IRONMAN training, then the half IRONMAN may only create a training

can help you compare yourself using time, speed, power as well RPE.

stress of 300 TSS in total—this is totally within your limits of fitness. The

Your local loop lets you know how well you are feeling and performing

same is true for most other distances.

so you can gauge your fatigue and overall performance level better.

lavamagazine.com
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PAY ATTENTION TO SIGNS OF OVER-FATIGUE OR INJURY
I’ll say it again—listen to your body. If you feel a niggle, address

events, you will want to reset and rebuild into the second event.
However, if you only have a few weeks between key events, you

it, don’t follow the plan blindly. All aches and pains are informa-

will have to favor one—and you’ll need to make this a part of your

tion, and information is useful. If you keep on struggling to hit target

early season planning.

times—take a break—maybe you are more tired than you anticipated

The period in between two back-to-back races can literally

being at this point in the year. Talk to your coach. Have you fueled

make (or break) your season(s), so you have to pay very careful at-

correctly? If you are going to do an overload week post-event, have

tention to both your training (quantitative) data and your own feel-

you been fueling properly to meet this challenge?

ings (qualitative data), and make your decision based on both of

When you race, you put yourself out there in some capacity, even

them. This is where a coach or mentor becomes especially useful

if your goal was testing nutrition or handling skills. You push harder

as an objective perspective who can keep a track of you and your

than you would have were you not in a race. Whichever way you

ultimate “A” race.

LAVA

have raced, or whatever your goal may have been, you have achieved
something in finishing a particular race and you’ve likely learned
something new about yourself in the process.

Philip Hatzis is the founder and coach of Tri Training Harder, a UK
based coaching company with a base in Portugal. Tri Training Harder

Going back to my attempt to do two IRONMANS within five

is the official coach for IRONMAN UK and Irish events. Tri Training

weeks— I recall even now the comment of a training buddy that I

Harder believes in challenging their own performance as coaches

obviously heard but for whatever reason chose to ignore,“Are you

to allow athletes of all abilities to flourish. They strongly believe

sure you are not too tired? Normally you would have beaten me up

athletes deserve coaches and people who are determined to work to

those hills.” Remember, even bad information is good information

the highest possible level, influencing and inspiring them in the most

especially if you don’t want to hear it.

positive way. Receive training and racing tips by following Tri Training

TOM OLESNEVICH

At the end of the day, if you have plenty of time between

lavamagazine.com

Harder on Facebook and Twitter.
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STAYING IN THE
FASTL ANE
Can age-related declines in speed be mitigated?
BY DAVE SCOT T

Q:

A:

As we get older, can we delay
the inevitable loss of speed?
Is it possible to actually get
faster as we age?

These are fantastic questions,
and ones that are on my mind
constantly (I’m not getting any

younger, either)!
* * *
First, the simple answers to these questions
are “yes” and “yes!” We can most certainly
delay the deterioration of our speed, and many
of you can even get faster as you age. Allow me
to share four ways to preserve—and increase—
your speed, even as you age.

1. HIGH-INTENSITY INTERVAL
TRAINING (HIIT)
Number one on my list is HIIT, and the
good news is that it also supports overall
improved health.
HIIT works for athletes of all ages but is
especially effective for the over-50 crowd. HIIT
activates more muscle fibers, revs up your metabolism, and has an overall positive impact
on your cardiovascular and cardiorespiratory
performance. You can quickly make massive
gains in health and fitness by including highintensity interval training into your swim, bike,
run and strength workouts.
Try adding HIIT segments that are 20 seconds to three minutes long, and repeat them
for an accumulated total of 8–15 minutes. Make
sure you allow adequate recovery between the
sets so that you can maintain the high output
just two HIIT sets per discipline per week, you’ll
ignite your system... and boost your speed.

lavamagazine.com
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required to complete the workout. By injecting
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To put this into practice, you can get
started by trying these sample workouts:
HIIT: SWIM One to three times per week, in-

by following a brief daily stretching routine.
Refer to my website to learn more about

can eat garbage and still exercise their way to
optimal health and performance. Sorry. That

mobility and stretching exercises for four key

might have worked in your 20s, but fueling

clude a set of 8–16 × 50 yards. Hold the highest

problem areas that typically hinder triathlon

yourself with junk will only accelerate your

speed possible on each of these. Take a short

performance: the thoracic spine, hip and hip

loss of fitness and health. You must be pur-

rest of 20 seconds to 1 minute between repeats.

flexors, the shoulder joint, and your lower leg.

poseful about what you eat.

Allow 5–15 minutes of easy swimming after the

Remember: even if you reclaim just a cou-

I cover this topic extensively and frequent-

set and as you build up your strength, repeat

ple of millimeters of mobility and flexibility, it

ly in the pages of LAVA and on my website.

the set a second time within the same workout.

will make a world of difference!

However, let’s get started with some simple

When you become fatigued within the set, increase the rest interval to maintain your speed.
HIIT: BIKE Once per week during a ride,
insert 8 × 90 seconds, with 15 seconds

recommendations that will result in nearly

3. COMMIT TO STRENGTH TRAINING
Use it or lose it. Especially true for strength.
The performance decline in aging athletes

immediate improvement.
1. REDUCE YOUR REFINED CARBOHYDRATES. Start by getting rid of all fruit

standing at the beginning and 15 seconds

is directly proportional to their loss of lean

drinks, soft drinks, sugar-laced teas and all

standing at the end and the middle minute

muscle, and nothing maintains—and builds—

refined fruit juices. Hidden forms of fruc-

seated. During these 90-second intervals

lean muscle mass like regular strength training.

tose—like fructose corn syrup—are poison.

you’re going to blast it!
Standing HIIT on the bike increases the force
on the pedal and activates fast-twitch fibers. As
you gain experience, you can do these standing
HIIT sessions on hills for added stimulus.
HIIT: RUN One of my favorite HIIT run
sessions is 6–8 × 50 seconds on a hill. I
prefer a gentle hill gradient that’s 2–6 per-

Strength training takes very little time.

This also means that you’ll want to limit

Start with two to three sessions per week for

your overall fruit intake, while gravitating

three weeks, and your gains will be evident.
Once you start, you won’t want to stop!
If you’re just starting—or returning to—

to the good ones, like dark berries.
2. ELIMINATE ALL TRANS FATS. These are
the packaged fats that extend food’s

strength training, I suggest you focus on

shelf life. Get rid of them! Scrutinize all

these two critical areas:

packaged foods for the bad trans fats and

1. THE GLUTES. The single most important

other preservatives.
3. DRAMATICALLY LIMIT PASTA, BAGELS,

cent because you can maintain proper run-

area for aging endurance athletes is our

ning form. Steeper slopes will cause your

gluteals (i.e., your butt muscles). The glu-

REFINED BREAD AND ALL GRAINS.

stride length to shorten and will reduce

teals tend to weaken as we age, causing us

Baked goods wreak havoc on our blood

your hip extension. Maintaining your proper

to rely increasingly on our quads and lower

chemistry (because they’re such high

biomechanics while running fast is key.

legs. Consequently the posterior chain of

glycemic index foods) and should be

The recovery on this set is a jog down

muscles—especially the hamstrings—tries

limited or avoided. If you’re a bread lover,

the hill, taking an additional 50 seconds to

to compensate, which causes a cascade of

look for those made with quinoa, ama-

2 minutes at the bottom before doing it all

problems for our triathlon performance.

again! Of course, don’t forget to warm up
adequately before your HIIT workout.

2. IMPROVE YOUR MOBILITY
AND FLEXIBILITY
Mobility and flexibility are the two areas
most frequently neglected by endurance

2. THE CORE. The second most important

ranth or healthy gluten-free flour.
4. EMPHASIZE GOOD-QUALITY PROTEIN

area that requires ongoing strength

AND HEALTHY FATS. Eggs, butter, olives,

training is our core and postural muscles.

avocados, grass-fed beef, cold-water fish, ca-

There are up to 35 muscle groups that

cao and other foods provide vital healthy fats

make up our core, and if we neglect them

and protein. I frequently address the benefits

they weaken as we age.

of a high–healthy fat, low-carb diet, so check

Weak core muscles contribute to poor pos-

out my website if you want to learn more.
5. INCREASE HEALTHY CARBOHYDRATES.

athletes. As your range of motion diminishes,

ture, muscle imbalances that lead to injury,

so does your ability to move freely, generate

and sub-optimal performance in all three

“LOW-CARB” DOESN’T MEAN “NO CARB.”

force and quickly get up to speed.

disciplines. If you strengthen your core—which

Enjoy cruciferous vegetables, asparagus, bell

Poor range of motion is a powerful sign of

is the “engine room” from which your power

peppers, cilantro, leeks and all the veggies that

aging. Additionally, if you are inflexible, you are

is derived—you’ll see an immediate improve-

handicapping yourself in the swim, bike and

ment in sustained speed.

run... no matter how much training you do.
Conversely, small gains in mobility and
flexibility can turn back the hands of time and

I’ve always integrated strength training into

into your daily routines, you’ll not only see

my programs, so you can find plenty of routines

better results in speed and performance, but

and tips on my website to get you started.

you’ll also begin to experience improvements
in your overall health and well-being.

improve the function of your muscles, tendons
and ligaments. As we age, everything starts to

4. DON’T NEGLECT YOUR DIET

shorten—but you can recover your suppleness

Last—but certainly not least—is diet.

and return to a more youthful range of motion

Too many endurance athletes believe they

lavamagazine.com

have more than 5 grams of fiber per serving.
By introducing tips from these four areas

For more info on the six-time Kona champ
and his camps, go to Davescottinc.com.
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FIVE GREAT WINTER
TRAINING VACATIONS
TO PL AN NOW
Plan now for a high-level training escape this winter.

LENSE AGENCY

BY ASHLEY L AURET TA

T

he Ironman World Championship signals the end of the season

track for a solid season, but also get you out of the cold and gloomy

upcoming year. But this training lull during the winter can lead to

winter weather and into ideal training conditions. Not to mention the

a decline in fitness at a time when you are at your strongest. Though a
break for recovery is healthy after a hard season, too much time off can
make for a tough return to the training and racing cycle.

lavamagazine.com

We rounded up five winter training camps that not only keep you on

and a time for triathletes to reduce training to set goals for the

appeal of coaching from legendary figures.
Taking place next year between January and March, they will keep
you fresh and help you start off 2018 chasing down your goals.
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THE CYCLING HOUSE WINTER

proper uphill and downhill technique. There

CYCLING AND TRIATHLON CAMPS

are 13 camps from January through March with

camp is hosted by Team Wattie Ink and

Location: Tucson, Arizona

either townhouse or villa accommodations

RaceQuest from February 13 to 18. They

available. There are running routes and an in-

chose the location to provide athletes with

have been a training staple among triath-

door pool nearby should you wish to add some

Kona-like swimming conditions and, if

letes for the past 12 years, and with good

run and swim training into your schedule.

you’re planning to race Ironman 70.3 Costa

reason. Athletes take on 45–90 miles per

Andaluciancyclingexperience.com

Rica, a special preview of the course. Ten

The Tucson camps by the Cycling House

day during their six-night, five-day stay,

This five-night Costa Rican training

athletes will get professionally coached

with daily elevation ranging between 2,000

SANSEGO BY CRAIG ALEXANDER

sessions, nutritional support, and to take

and 6,000 feet. Training at altitude and on

TRAINING CAMPS

their training a step further, guidance on

all types of terrain will give your cycling a

Location: Varies

mental training and racing strategies.

boost, and you have access to optional runs,

At1hletes have the opportunity to train with

race-quest.squarespace.com

swims and triathlon-specific clinics. With

Ironman World Championship record holder

10 camps taking place in 2018 from January

Craig “Crowie” Alexander through the San-

DAVE SCOTT

through March, you can start the year strong

sego Training Camps. Hosted throughout the

EXPERIENCE CAMP

leading into the racing season.

world—past camps have been in Arizona and

Location: Kailua-Kona, Hawaii

Thecyclinghouse.com/trip/tucson-arizona

Colombia—the camp is designed for athletes

Held at the Four Seasons Resort Hualalai,

of all levels. As of writing, the dates and loca-

these camps feature five days of coaching split

ANDALUCIAN CYCLING EXPERIENCE

tions are still be finalized for 2018, so athletes

between all three triathlon disciplines. Each

WINTER TRAINING CAMP

looking for a unique training experience with a

session is coached completely by Ironman leg-

Location: Montecorto, Andalucia, Spain

world-class instructor will want to keep an eye

end Dave Scott, who personalizes the training

on the website for registration details.

to each athlete in attendance; past attendees

Sansego.co/training-camps

report transformative results. As of writing,

for you. Spain makes a great training location

dates are being finalized for 2018 camps on

thanks to its warm winter climate, and you’ll

RACEQUEST “ROCK THE W” TRIATHLON CAMP

this remarkable property in Hawaii.

take on steep climbs that will help you learn

Location: Las Catalinas, Guanacaste, Costa Rica

davescottinc.com/camps.

LAVA

LENSE AGENCY

If you are looking to work on the cycling
segment of your performance, this is the camp
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“Triathlon is a sport that’s
about facing challenges you’re
not entirely sure you can
overcome.”
RAPP REPORT
PA G E 7 0

lavamagazine.com

KAI-OTTO MELAU/NXTRI

JORDAN RAPP

IN THAT MOMENT. ON THAT DAY.
ONLY ONE THING MATTERS.

OutRival Racing Athlete: Carleigh Kutac
Photo cred: Aaron Palaian

Crossing that line.

ALL PHOTOS TOM PENNINGTON/GETTY IMAGES FOR IRONMAN
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IRONMAN CANADA

JULY 30, 2017
WHISTLER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CAN
2.4 MI. SWIM : 112 MI. BIKE : 26.2 MI. RUN
IRONMAN.COM

lavamagazine.com

MEN’S TOP FINISHERS

WOMEN’S TOP FINISHERS

1. Dylan Gleeson : CAN : 08:58:46
2. Martin Caron : CAN : 09:09:36
3. Joshua Randall : USA : 09:21:53
4. Josh Ramirez : USA : 09:33:39
5. Anthony Toth : CAN : 09:38:09

1. Linsey Corbin : USA : 09:17:12
2. Jen Annett : CAN : 09:24:55
3. Rachel Mcbride : CAN : 09:27:15
4. Rachel Joyce : GBR : 09:43:34
5. Fawn Whiting : CAN : 09:48:07

r : IN FOCUS : 063
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PHOTOS COURTESTY OF TOUGHMAN CHILE
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TOUGHMAN CHILE
JULY 23, 2017
ANTOFAGASTA, CHL
1.9 K SWIM : 90 K BIKE : 21 K RUN
TOUGHMANCHILE.COM

lavamagazine.com

MEN’S TOP FINISHERS
1. Andres Cabrera : CHL : 02:15:14
2. Nino Meza : CHL : 02:21:57
3. Manuel Jose Conejeros : CHL : 02:22:24
4. Sergio Alarcon : CHL : 02:27:41
5. Tomas Rivera : CHL : 02:28:35

WOMEN’S TOP FINISHERS
1. Veronica Arriagada : CHL : 02:39:50
2. Eliana Sanchez : CHL : 02:43:59
3. Evelyn Sanhueza : CHL : 02:48:31
4. Claudia Isabel : CHL : 02:53:12
5. Pia Varela : CHL : 02:59:04

r : IN FOCUS : 065
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PHOTOS BY TOM OLESNEVICH
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LIFE TIME TRI CHAMPIONSHIP
2XU NEW YORK CITY TRIATHLON
JULY 16, 2017 : NEW YORK, NEW YORK, USA
1500 M SWIM : 40 K BIKE : 10 K RUN
NYCTRI.COM

lavamagazine.com

MEN’S TOP FINISHERS

WOMEN’S TOP FINISHERS

1. Cameron Dye : USA : 01:45:10
2. Jason West : USA : 01:46:23
3. Jackson Laundry : CAN : 01:46:43
4. Brian Duffy, Jr. : USA : 01:49:27
5. Alex Libin : USA : 01:49:52

1. Lauren Gross : USA : 01:56:54
2. Amy Bevilacqua : USA : 01:58:46
3. Kristen Marchant : CAN : 01:59:06
4. Erin Storie : USA : 01:59:33
5. Laurel Wassner : USA : 02:02:01

r : IN FOCUS : 067
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PHOTOS BY ARNOLD BJÖRNSSON
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CHALLENGE ICELAND
JULY 23, 2017
HVALFJÖRÐUR, ISL
1.9 K SWIM : 90 K BIKE : 21.1 K RUN
CHALLENGEICEL AND.IS

lavamagazine.com

MEN’S TOP FINISHERS
1. Justin Metzler : USA : 03:56:21
2. Trevor Wurtele : CAN : 03:58:45
3. Jesper Svensson : SWE : 03:59:25
4. Jordan Rapp : USA : 04:02:10
5. Hannes Cool : BEL : 4:07:38

WOMEN’S TOP FINISHERS
1. Jeanni Seymour : ZAF: 04:18:02
2. Heather Wurtele : CAN : 04:18:22
3. Sarissa de Vries : NED : 04:37:03
4. Meredith Hill : AUS : 04:40:21
5. Margie Santimaria : ITA : 04:41:17

r : IN FOCUS : 069
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TRIATHLON TERROIR
What drives the appeal of triathlon.

PHOTOS BY KYLE MEYR/NORSEMEN XTREME TRIATHLON

BY JORDAN RAPP

“

True. Basic. Unique.” So reads the

a scramble up a rock-strewn trail—in many

a-kind race, it is. And yet it has also inspired

mantra of the Norseman Xtreme

places the trail is hardly even identifiable—and

something of a movement.

Triathlon. Now in its 15th year, the

because of Norway’s fickle weather, only the

race harks back to the early days of

first 160 racers to reach the checkpoint at the

zerland, established 2013) and Celtman (Scot-

the sport. In 2003, there were 21 starters—all

base of the mountain are allowed to vie for the

land, established 2012) as part of the AllXtri se-

men—who set out to race across Norway in an

mountain summit and the coveted black T-shirt.

ries. And there are newly formed races in Alaska

Ironman-distance race that starts by jumping

The remaining athletes are given white T-shirts,

(Alaskaman); Quebec, Canada (Canada Man/

off a ferry into a fjord that ranges from simply

a rare symbol of different levels of achievement

Canada Woman); and Slovakia (Janosik) that

cold to downright frigid, then bisects the coun-

in a sport where the universality of finisher med-

are also vying to join the family. The races share

try with an undulating bike course that climbs

als and finisher gear is now a given.

some common themes—such as small fields,

more than 10,000 vertical feet, and then fin-

But the race is so popular that there is a

Norseman is now joined by Swissman (Swit-

hilly bike courses, summit finishes, and support

ishes with a punishing run that climbs another

waiting list roughly 10 times as long as the start

crews—but also work to stay inherently true to

roughly 4,500 vertical feet, with virtually all of it

list—and growing every year. Athletes who are

the terrain and topography of the region. These

in the last eight miles.

lucky enough to receive a spot face some of the

are races that are, more than anything else, de-

most fickle weather imaginable, are required to

signed to be unique to the region in which they

tatoppen—but this finish is not for everyone.

bring their own support crew—no aid stations

occur. They could only happen where they do.

Even within the tiny field of this race—it caps at

here—and many camp out in tents before the

They are designed to represent the topography

just under 300 entrants—there is a further mid-

race in a field near the swim start in the tiny

and geography of their home. Dan Empfield of

race cull. Because the last 3 miles is essentially

village of Eidfjord. If this sounds like a one-of-

Slowtwitch.com borrows the wine term “terroir”

The race finishes on a mountain top—Gaus-

lavamagazine.com
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to refer to this. And it’s this concept of triathlon

field and no prize money. I remain an avid fan

challenges you’re not entirely sure you can over-

terroir that I think ties all these races together

of Ironman—both the brand and the races.

come. It’s about doing something remarkable.

But I am also glad to have the special op-

And it’s about sharing that with other people.

and also expands the envelope to include quite
a few others.

portunity to do something different. And on

When it’s basic: composed of a swim, bike,

There are races of all distances that have

August 5 of this year, I will be racing for my first

and run (or some expanded combination of the

terroir. Escape from Alcatraz and Wildflower

black T-shirt in Norway. After 25 Ironman starts

three). It’s hard to imagine something much

are two classic shorter races that unquestion-

(and 21 finishes) and a professional career now

more basic than human-powered locomo-

ably have terroir. The long-standing East Coast

in its 13th year, I have found myself reinvigorated

tion. I’m as much of a gearhead as anyone,

staple Survival of the Shawangunks with its

by the prospect of something new. I’ve am hap-

and certainly lighter, faster and better make a

wild bike-run-swim-run-swim-run-swim-run

piest when I train—alone and outdoors—and

difference when you’re racing longer. But I also

format is another. The Swiss Inferno swim–

the chance to be a part of a race that is a more

appreciate when the sport can be simple: you

bike–mountain bike–run is another. And, of

solitary effort of me versus the course than a

versus the course.

course, one of the grand dames of our sport and

shared competition is invigorating. I’ve changed

one of the original “extreme” triathlons—Em-

my training to suit the particular demands of the

started doing triathlon. And as often as not, I

brunman, with its brutal bike course that takes

Norseman race: lots and lots and lots of climb-

had to explain what exactly it was. Certainly it

you up and down (and up and down and up and

ing, both on the bike and on the run, which has

was much more mainstream in 2003, when I did

down . . .) many of the most historic climbs in

helped me wake up excited to beat the crap out

my first race, than it was in 1978, when those

the Tour de France.

of myself most days. I’m faced with new chal-

first intrepid folks started the first Ironman in

lenges, but also a race that—at its core—is still

Oahu. But it’s amazing to see that triathlon has,

have terroir, Kona being the most notable,

2.4 miles of swimming, 112 miles of biking and

in some ways, now become mainstream. Cross-

but Ironman races are Ironman races first and

26.2 miles of running (and, in this case, hiking). It

Fit and the Spartan race are now the fringe.

foremost. It’s Ironman Lake Placid. Ironman

feels both familiar and also quite different.

There are a great many Ironman races that

Frankfurt. There’s a reason why Ironman

But mostly I’m excited for this course. While

And when it’s unique. I remember when I first

I think the extreme triathlon movement is
both reconnecting triathlon with its roots and

comes first in the name. This is not a criti-

I’ve done Ironman Arizona more often than any

pushing it into the future. For all the positive

cism; the consistently fantastic product and

other race, my favorite race was unquestionably

ways our sport has changed and grown and

experience that Ironman delivers has brought

the old Ironman Canada, in Penticton. My wife

expanded, I’m glad there are still some races

countless people into the fold of the sport.

and I called Penticton home for several years,

holding on to where—and how—it all started.

The shared experience of 2,500+ athletes

and I never got tired of being alone on my bike

Because triathlon does have deep roots. And

racing on a three-loop bike and three-loop

in the Okanagan Valley. Ironman Canada was

they are buried most strongly in the terroir

run course in Tempe at Ironman Arizona is

my first Ironman. And my first Ironman win. It

of those pioneering races. And of this next

not something I’d trade for anything; there’s

was the race that made me fall in love with the

generation as well.

a reason I’ve done that race eight times. And

distance, a race that could only happen there.

I have been able to build my career largely

That race had terroir.

because of the opportunities that Ironman

I believe that the sport of triathlon is at its

LAVA

Jordan Rapp is a professional triathlete and
winner of six Ironman events, including Ironman

affords professional athletes. The extreme tri-

best when it follows the Norseman credo. When

Mont-Tremblant, Ironman Texas and Ironman

athlons currently have no formal professional

it’s true. Triathlon is a sport that’s about facing

Canada. Follow Jordan on Twitter @rappstar.
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HOW TO COMPLETELY AND
UTTERLY DERAIL YOUR FIRST
PRO RACE: A MANUAL
BY HEATHER ZIMCHEK-DUNN

I

discovered Xterra Victoria quite by accident
last year. This race is a great place to qualify
for the age-group worlds on Maui (25 age-

group spots available), and the pros compete
for a purse of $7,500. It is also is known as one
of the most technical courses on the Xterra
World Tour. Because it is definitely my favorite
race on the Xterra Pan American Tour, it seemed
like a perfect race to make my pro debut. Life
however, seemed to have other plans.
When planning how to have the least successful first pro race you can manage, it is important to start well ahead of time. I found that
driving 30 hours to a funeral and back over four
days three weeks before a race is a good start. It
helps to plan something that is going to be very
emotional to really bring your exhaustion levels
to a peak. Two weeks out, I highly recommend
JEFF DUNN

traveling across country for five days, cramming
in two weeks’ worth of activities with family
while simultaneously getting less than seven
hours of sleep a night, drinking more booze than

they do during a rattling mountain bike descent

weather was simply fantastic the entire week. If

normal, and only doing half your workouts. Extra

(I’m not a doctor, but I don’t think it’s good that I

you are going to stay in an RV or a tent, Oceans-

points if you can con your nephew and brother-

could feel the pain all the way up to my teeth).

ide RV Resort is perfect! It is only a quarter-mile

in-law into getting up early to run a crap-ton of

On race day, show up slightly late so that you

from a beautiful and uncrowded beach with

400s with you. Follow this with two nights at

have to push your way onto a transition rack.

lots of interesting driftwood and birds, half an

home, but on the second night make sure that

Don’t do any sort of bike spin or strides, and

hour from downtown Victoria, 15 minutes from

you have to get up at 4 a.m. and drive two and

make sure that you only do a minimal water

Butchart Gardens, and twenty minutes from the

a half hours to make an 8 a.m. ferry (I suppose

dunk, because it’s not wetsuit legal for pros and

Xterra Victoria race venue. The venue features

making an early flight or having a long drive

that water is COLD. And for the grand finale to

Durrance Lake, a pristine non-motorized lake,

would work equally well).

really solidify a true and complete f*ckup , take

and an incredible trail system that they have

at least three wrong turns on the bike course. If

been working on since as near as I can tell the

ing, if you are really serious about setting a low

after all that you still have a huge grin on your

mid 80s. My wrong turns were completely my

bar for yourself, I recommend having a slow-

face during the run, you might be doing the

fault—the course was actually fantastically

motion (OK, I was stopped) crash on the bike

wrong way right!

marked (it’s not their fault I saw an arrow point-

But there’s more! At the venue, while prerid-

and gashing your elbow open. Try to bang it

All poor planning aside, if you are going to

ing in the correct direction and still went the

really hard so that the pull phase of your swim

derail your first pro race, I highly recommend

wrong way). After the preride and after the race,

stroke feels like elves are doing the Irish jig in

doing it in Victoria, British Columbia. The Puppy

stop by the Red Barn Market on the way out and

track spikes on your elbow, not to mention what

and I saw a whale on the ferry ride over, and the

get a “Tall as a Barn” sandwich!

LAVA
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blueseventy has been making the fastest, most comfortable wetsuits since 1992,
instilling confidence in beginners and carrying world-class athletes to countless
Olympic and World victories. blueseventy’s use of cutting-edge technology and
advanced product design produces swim splits that are hard to beat.
trisports.com/blueseventy

Helix Wetsuit

The Helix leads the pack out of the water time and again, thanks to blueseventy’s 20+ years of testing and research. Features premium
Yamamoto 40 cell rubber with specially designed and strategically placed panels throughout for maximum stretch and optimal
buoyancy. Reverse zipper allows for a low neckline design and the soft inner jersey provides stretch and comfort throughout.

BST15600
BST15650

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$799.99
$799.99

PZ4TX Swimskin

Proven to make your swim split faster, especially if swimming
isn’t your strong suit. Constructed of 4 innovative fabric panels
including a lightweight, hydrophobic fabric front panel, vertically
lined side panels to facilitate forward motion and a heat-reflective,
compressive back panel for drag reduction and thermoregulation.
Provides optimal compression without compromising comfort and
breathability. Features low-drag, bonded seams and advanced YKK
auto locking zipper. WTC legal.

BST15605
BST15655

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$324.99
$324.99

Unisex Core Swim Short

Great for training in the pool and open water. Designed to place
your body in optimal swimming position with lifted hips and
promotes hip rotation. Drawstring at waist.

BST14602

$99.99

Blueseventy
Transition Bag

Holds everything you need
without feeling like you're
going camping for the
weekend. It features a large
insulated bottom compartment
that separates your wet
gear from the large top load
section. Two expandable side
water bottle holders and four
smaller zipped pockets for your
essential items. Fully loaded
this bag fits all airline carry on
requirements.

BST17413
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$89.95

See much more online at www.TriSports.com

ENVE combines industry-leading technology with
world-class athlete feedback to deliver the ultimate
in lightness, stiffness and durability. Born from a desire for a better ride, top
cyclists turn to ENVE when they are looking for only the best. Made in the USA.
trisports.com/enve

ENVE SES 7.8 Wheelset		

The SES (Smart ENVE System) is perfect for a wide range of weather and race course conditions.
Its all-around, smart design delivers a light, stiff and stable ride. Designed with a shallow-wider
rim in the front and a deeper-narrower rim in the rear for the ultimate aerodynamic advantage.
100% strong-light carbon fiber construction. Rim Depths: 71mm Front/80mm Rear. Spoke
Count: 20 Front, 24 Rear. Includes valve extenders, rim strips, brake pads, skewers. Available in
clincher or tubular rims.
Hub Options: DTSwiss 240, Enve Carbon, Chris King R45, Chris King R45c
Decal colors: Black, Blue, Green, Pink, Orange, Red, White, Yellow		

ENV16510
ENV16511

CLINCHER
TUBULAR

$2900.00 - $3500.00
$2700.00 - $3300.00

ENVE SES 4.5 Wheelset		

Much like the SES 7.8, the SES 4.5 is an all-around versatile, high-performance race wheel. Hill
climbers take note, these lightweight racers are built just for you. 100% strong-light carbon fiber
construction. Rim Depths: 48mm Front/56mm Rear. Spoke Count: 20 Front, 24 Rear. Includes
valve extenders, rim strips, brake pads, skewers. Available in clincher or tubular rims.
Hub Options: DTSwiss 240, Enve Carbon, Chris King R45, Chris King R45c
Decal colors: Black, Blue, Green, Pink, Orange, Red, White, Yellow		

ENV16506
ENV16507

CLINCHER
TUBULAR

$2900.00 - $3500.00
$2700.00 - $3300.00

ENVE SES Aero TT Handlebar System

Tuck into position and go faster with these wind-cheating bars. Made from strong-light 100%
carbon fiber with full carbon fiber extensions that can be cut to either a J-Bend, S-Bend or
Straight, based on rider preference. Further adjust your extension angle, pad width and stack
height to find that sweet spot. Weight 710g. Width: 40cm. 31.8mm clamp. 77mm drop.

ENV14040		

$1,050.00

Since its birth in Kona in the ‘90s, Vision has
been synonymous with a no-expense spared
assault on wind resistance. Vision is the brand
to beat, leading the way in time trials and triathlon by creating slippery-fast aero
products with proper fit adjustment that allow the rider to push their limits in
race conditions. Vision continually refines, tests and innovates in the quest for
speed, with industry-leading products throughout the range. trisports.com/vision
Vision Metron Tri-Spoke

Cutting-edge technology utilizes strong-light
unidirectional and 3K carbon fiber with a 60.5mm
section profile designed specifically for tubular tires to
deliver uncompromised speed and stability. Minimum
tire requirement of 23mm. Weight: 1910g/pair (not
including skewer).

VIS16501
VIS16502

FRONT
REAR

$830.00
$1,245.00

Vision Metron 81 SL Carbon
Clincher

Get aero with an 81mm full carbon rim section,
designed to win on any course under any rider.
Features strong-light unidirectional carbon, extralight P.R.A. hub for DP spokes, black aero-bladed
spokes – and are entirely built by hand. Weight:
1550g/pair (not including skewer). Spokes: 16 Front /
21 Rear. Includes skewer, brake pads, valve extender,
spoke protector and wheel bag.

VIS16505
VIS16506

FRONT
REAR

$875.00
$1,315.00

Vision Metron Rear Hydration System

Saddle-mounted hydration made to fit any type of saddle so that you’ll
never go thirsty again. Say goodbye to the old clunkers, this precisionmade alloy frame is sleek and functional. Includes saddle mount and 2
high-grip cages.		

VIS17520

$119.99

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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Gatorade Endurance is an elite line of sports nutrition
products from Gatorade. Gatorade is grounded in years of
hydration and sports nutrition research conducted by the
Gatorade Sports Science Institute and used by some of the
world’s best athletes. trisports.com/gatorade

Thirst Quencher Powder
Hydration is key for maximum performance.
Contains 2x the sodium as regular Gatorade
with higher levels of potassium and magnesium
for optimal support and fluid retention during
intense workouts.
Orange, Lemon-Lime

GAT00001

$29.99

Carb Energy Chews

Convenient chewable gummies that deliver
an energy and electrolyte boost during
those long training sessions. Smooth
texture makes it quick to go down.
Orange, Fruit Punch

GAT12006

$1.39

Gatorlytes

Electrolyte supplement for cramp-prone
athletes. Mix one packet with your
Gatorade 02 Perform for best results.
Contains sodium and potassium.

GAT11501

$0.79

In the winter of 1997, following yet another painful bike ride with
his wife, avid cyclist Steve Toll sketched out a design for a seat that
would eliminate the discomfort he experienced on traditional bike
seats. With more than 150 patents worldwide, ISM saddles are
now sought out by top professionals, age groupers, and everyone
in-between. It has also been the #1 saddle in Kona for the last 4
years and counting. trisports.com/ism
Performance Narrow Saddles

The Performance Narrow saddles are great for those who crave maximum
thigh and hamstring clearance. The NEW for 2017 PN 3.0 measures 255mm
long and 120mm wide with Proprietary Stainless Steel rails and 30-Series
foam padding. The PN 2.1 has a width of 120mm with a 40-Series foam and
gel padding and is 270mm long with Chromoly rails. Black, White (PN 2.1 only).

ISM17501
ISM16511

PN 3.0
PN 2.1

$199.88
$199.88

Performance Short Saddles

The Performance Short series is built for those who spend a lot of time in
aero position. Features slight upslope at the rear to provide hip support in
the aero position or an aggressive road position. The PS 1.0 is 250mm long,
130mm wide with CrN/Ti Alloy rails and features ISM’s firmest padding
level – 15-Series foam and gel. The PS 1.1 is slightly softer with 30-Series
foam and gel padding and has Chromoly rails. Black, White

ISM16521
ISM16522

PS 1.0
PS 1.1

$224.88

		

$199.88

Performance Recreation Saddles		

The Performance Recreation series offers the ultimate in comfort for use
on everything from your commuter hybrid to your racing bike. The PR 1.0
is a great saddle at an unbelievable price point, featuring 50-series foam
padding, and measuring 245mm long x 130mm wide. The PR 2.0 features
upgraded 40-series foam-and-gel padding, racing graphics, and a slightly
longer 250mm length. Black

ISM15002
ISM15003
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PR 1.0
PR 2.0

$119.88
$139.88

		

See much more online at www.TriSports.com

HUUB has 4 decades worth of experience gained in
the field of endurance sports. Focusing wholly on the
athlete and maximizing performance and comfort,
HUUB explores both the odd and the conventional to create the best. Not slaves to
fashion, but to form, fit and performance. HUUB delivers what competitors want –
suits that work and are backed by science. trisports.com/huub

CORE Long Course TriSuit

Utilizing the latest modern-day technology, these suits are
great for long course athletes of all levels. Features Coldblack
Technology to help you keep cool, longer sleeves for aerodynamic
advantage, bicep support and sun protection, high-density 3-D
chamois, front zipper and side pockets.
Men's: Black/Red. Women's: Black/Pink.

HUB17110 MEN'S
HUB17202 WOMEN'S

$199.99
$199.99

CORE Tri Top & Shorts

A great go-to combo for races of any distance. Top fits closely
with long front zipper to help temperature regulation. Bottoms
feature comfy 3D tri-chamois and low-pressure hems that relieve
uncomfortable pinching at the waist and leg bands.
Men's: Black/Red. Women's: Black/Red..

HUB17114
HUB17116
HUB17206
HUB17208

MEN'S TOP		
MEN'S SHORT
WOMEN'S TOP
WOMEN'S SHORT

$106.99
$106.99
$106.99
$106.99

Neoprene
Skull Cap

Don’t let a literal brain freeze get
in the way of enjoying your next
chilly open water swim. Featuring
an adjustable chinstrap and made
from high-grade neoprene for the
ultimate in comfort and warmth.

HUB16400 $51.99

Rucksack Transition Bag

The only thing harder than training for the race might be
schlepping all your gear to the transition area in the wee hours
of the morning before your race. Get organized with multiple
pockets, pouches, zippers and straps. Features contoured
shoulder straps and inner mesh sleeves for your laptop and
goggles.

HUB15400 $114.99

AEGIS II Wetsuit

Don’t just survive the swim – thrive in the Aegis, designed to protect, control and support.
With a 3mm upper and 5mm lower body rubber thickness, you’ll get the right amount of
stretch and buoyancy just where you need it. Features high-stretch lining, smooth outer
skin, multi-panel upper body and speed cut ankles.

HUB16603 MEN'S
HUB16653 WOMEN'S

$374.99
$374.99

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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Year after year De Soto triathlon and cycling
apparel is a customer favorite. Simple yet stylish
designs, sewn in patterns that ensure comfort and
performance in bold colors and patterns. A family
business for over 25 years and run by triathlete and
industry veteran Emilio De Soto, De Soto products
are designed and made in the USA.
www.trisports.com/desoto

Sleeved Riviera Trisuit

Skin Cooler 1/2 Zip Tri Top

Trisuits used to be a pain to deal with when
The name says it all - keep your skin cooler
nature calls during a race. Not anymore!
in this top, constructed from Skin Cooler
This suit is packed with features, including
90 fabric that effectively regulates your
a hidden fly for easy, on-the-fly relief.
body temperature when you perspire.
Additional features include longer sleeves for
Further moderate your personal climate
increased sun protection and aerodynamic
with the front zipper. Also features 3 rear
advantage,7mm Clasico Integrated Pad, 3-inch
pockets for storage.
Mobius Comfort Compression leg bands, front
zipper and 2 Waterlid leg pockets.
Multi , Blue 		

DES17120

MEN'S

$269.99

Femme Riviera Trisuit

So comfortable, you may forget you’re
wearing anything at all! Mobius
Comfort Compression fabric provides a
compressive, yet comfortable fit, while
the Skin Cooler sleeves help keep you
cool. Features a longer inseam and
stretchy float pad, making this a great
choice for non-wetsuit swims. Front
zipper, 3 rear pockets, no internal bra
support.
Black/Blue		

DES17226
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Multi, Black

DES17133

MEN'S

$114.99

Riviera Tri Short		

This race-day and training favorite just keeps
getting better. Updated for 2017 featuring longer
inseam (9.5” on size M), buoyant and soft 7mm
Clasico Integrated Pad, seamless inseam and
3-inch Mobius Compression leg band. Mid-rise
waist band with drawstring and 2 Waterlid sideleg pockets.
Black, White		

DES17126

MEN'S

$147.99

Femme Carrera Tri Top

Much more than just fashionable, this
flattering tri top is built for comfort.
Designed with a double-layer mesh
T-back for full range of motion and
a slightly looser fit. Features lower
neckline to prevent restriction.
Feather Print

DES17229

WOMEN'S

$64.99

Carrera Tri Short

Shaped to fit the contours of your body
so that you don't have to compromise
comfort for performance. Great for riding
or running, with a low-profile, seamless tri
pad. Wide-band drawstring waist and gripper-free leg band round out the comfort
features of this popular short.
Black, Black/Turquoise

DES16207

WOMEN'S

$229.99

See much more online at www.TriSports.com

$84.99

Klean Athlete® products are manufactured through a simple
paradigm: provide formulas that are developed through
sound science to support your active lifestyle and give
you everything you need — and nothing you don’t. The
complete line is formulated without wheat or gluten and
contains no artificial coloring, flavoring or sweeteners. The
Klean Athlete line of nutritional supplements is tested and certified through their partner, NSF
International™, and their prestigious NSF Certified for Sport® program to certify that sports
supplements are safe and free from banned substances and contaminants. Whether amateur or
professional, athletes continuously push their limits and look for the best products to help them
achieve their goals. The Klean Athlete approach promotes peak performance by fueling and
fortifying with a solid nutritional base to support an athlete’s overall well-being.†
trisports.com/klean-athlete-nutrition

Multivitamin

BCAA + Peak ATP®

Carefully formulated to contain the
proper portion of vitamins, minerals,
trace elements and other nutrients vital
to performance.† Contains unique fruit
and vegetable blend with antioxidants
that aren’t typically found in other
multivitamins. NSF Certified for Sport.
60 tablets.

KLN16007

Daily support to help competitive
athletes train harder, longer and
stronger.† 2:1:1 ratio of the branchedchain amino acids leucine, isoleucine
and valine, with 400mg of ATP in each
serving. 30 servings.

KLN16013

$35.99

Electrolytes

Recovery

Rich in amino acids, carbohydrates,
whey protein and a unique hydrolyzed
marine protein that is quickly absorbed
for faster recovery.† 4:1 ratio carbohydrate
to protein. 10g protein per serving, 20
servings per bag.

KLN16010

$47.99

$48.99

†These statements have not been evaluated by the Food
and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to
diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Replenish critical minerals lost during
and after workouts with a blend of
calcium, potassium, sodium, magnesium
and Vitamin B-6.† 120 capsules.

KLN16004

Isolate

$21.99

Use as a clean source of protein to boost
daily protein and amino acid intake†.
Contains no flavors, sweeteners or
artificial ingredients. 20g high-quality
Whey Protein Isolate in each serving.
20 servings.

KLN16006

$47.99

Garmin is the leading worldwide provider of
navigation, committed to making superior
products for automotive, aviation, marine,
outdoor and fitness markets. Garmin’s collection of high-tech wrist-top computers
offers complete data collection for the new and experienced triathlete alike.
trisports.com/garmin
Forerunner 935 Triathlon Watch Bundle

Welcome to the pinnacle of triathlon/running watches. The 935 allows you
to analyze and track nearly every metric and movement you can measure
while swimming, biking, running, hiking, paddling, golfing - the list goes on.
Measures your running dynamics, training status/
effectiveness, VO2 max, recovery time, Strava Live
Segments and FTP, and is compatible with your Varia
bike lights and Vector power meters. Features wristbased heart rate monitoring and daily step count for
every day use. Bundle includes extra watch band,
1 tri and 1 swim heart rate monitor strap and quick
release kit.
Bundle: Neon.Watch Only: Black.

GAR17420
GAR17421

935 WATCH ONLY
935 BUNDLE		

$499.99
$649.99

GARMIN Fenix 5X Sapphire

Take the Fenix one step further with full-color TOPO
U.S. mapping, routable cycling maps and other
navigation features, on top of all the amazing functions
the Fenix line has to offer. As with the entire Fenix
line, connected features include smart notifications,
automatic uploads to Garmin Connect™ online fitness
community and personalization through free watch
faces and apps from the Connect IQ™ store

GAR17408
GAR17409

BLACK BAND $699.99
METAL BAND $849.99

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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Kiwami offers a complete collection of triathlon suits, made
by triathletes for triathletes. Designed and refined by Kiwami’s
own staff at their headquarters in the south west of France,
the Kiwami models are specifically designed to meet the
requirements of the growing sport of triathlon.
www.trisports.com/kiwami
Spider LD Aero TriSuit

Gain an advantage over the competition with this feature-packed suit,
proven to reduce aero and hydrodynamic drag. Xtra Compression fabric
minimizes vibration to offer superior muscle support while reducing
fatigue. Strategically placed Anti-UV mesh panels offer sun protection
and help prevent overheating. Other features include long front zipper, 5
Ergo pockets, seamless bonded finish and uniquely shaped dual-density
anatomical padding for maximum comfort. ITU and USAT approved. WTC
swimskin approved. Black, Blue

KWM16100 MEN'S

$379.00

Spider WS1 Openback Tri Suit

Go faster across the swim, bike, and run, with the comfort of no zipper.
Built to support your muscles with optimized compression, and speed you
through the water and air with lightweight, breathable fabric. 7” inseam.
ITU, USAT and WTC swimskin approved. Pink

KWM15200 WOMEN'S

$299.00

MOANA Swimsuit

Struggling to get to the pool? A new suit will fix that.
Putting the laps in is easy in this fully sublimated onepiece with a soft interior lining and thin, racerback
shoulder straps. It also looks good poolside, so if you
skip your workout…we promise not to tell.
Pink, Black/White

KWM17201 $89.00

Garneau started as the dream of
founder Louis Garneau: a dream
to create the best tri and cycling apparel, as well as helmets and shoes that will
impress triathletes and cyclists with the highest standards. Known for their hightech fabrics and cutting edge technology, Garneau leads the industry in product
evolution. www.trisports.com/louisgarneau
Course LGneer Tri Skinsuit

Wind tunnel tested and race course proven, when you’re looking to shave time
and save watts, this is the race suit for you. Made with the most aerodynamic and
compressive fabrics, the shorts offer 3 compression zones of varying thickness to
improve blood flow in specific areas. Lightweight, 4-way stretch Tri Elite pad. Full
zip with 2 rear pockets. 		
Men's: Black/Red, Black/Yellow. Women's: Black/Multi

LG17108
LG17208

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$379.99
$379.99

Course M-2 Tri Skinsuit

Made with dimpled CB Speedtech
fabric which improves aerodynamics at
speeds of 15-43 mph. Texturized sleeves
further reduce rider drag, paired with
a full-length zip that can be completely
opened without flapping. Featuring a Tri
Elite chamois and 2 inner pockets.
Black/Yellow		

LG16108

MEN'S

$299.99

Course M-2 Tri Jersey

Ergonomic fit follows the contours of
your body for maximum comfort and
aerodynamics. A combination of CB
Speedtech, CB M-2 , Grid 70 Air and
Coldblack technology for a fast, cool and
moisture wicking top. Full zip, 2 rear
pockets.		
Black/Red, Black/Yellow		

LG17109
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MEN'S

$174.99

Course Vector Tri Jersey

Go faster and be more comfortable
on race day. Features a combo of CB
Speedtech, Vector Skin and Grid 70 Air
fabrics to help you slice through the air,
while keeping cool and dry. Coldblack
treatment reflects UV rays for cooling.
Full zip, 2 rear pockets.
Black/Multi		

LG17209 WOMEN'S $159.99

Course Tri Short

Coldblack technology keeps your
legs fresh with compression
throughout. Streamlined fit
with the Tri Elite chamois. Men's:
Black/Red, Black/Yellow Women's: Black/
Multi

LG17111 MEN'S
$129.99
LG17211 WOMEN'S $129.99

See much more online at www.TriSports.com

Produced in Europe, Maxim is one of the leading sports
nutrition brands worldwide. For over 25 years, Maxim
has been known as the “Original Sports Nutrition”
brand used by Ironman and world champion triathletes,
Le Tour de France teams and English Channel
swimmers. trisports.com/maxim-sports-nutrition

Hypotonic Sports Drink

Unique blend of energy, electrolytes and essential vitamins helps you optimize your fluid
balance while topping off your glycogen stores. Great for both training and racing when
maintaining energy levels is crucial. 2:1 Carb Ratio (maltodextrin : fructose) for quick energy.
Non-GMO and gluten-free.
Lemon, Orange, Tropical

MAX16003 32 SERVINGS (LEMON, ORANGE)
$74.99
MAX16002 8 SERVINGS (LEMON, ORANGE, TROPICAL) $24.99
MAX16005 SINGLE SERVING (ORANGE)
$2.75

Total Hydration Tabs

Portable solution for hydration on-the-go, one serving (3 tablets) of
this unique blend of complex carbohydrates, electrolytes and vitamins
will keep you properly hydrated for up to 2 hours. Contains essential
electrolytes, including magnesium and potassium, to stave off
cramping. 10 tablets/container.
Orange

MAX16004

$6.99

Instant Energy Gel

Highly concentrated solution of complex carbs to boost your glycogen
levels during tough workouts and races. 2:1 carb ratio (maltodextrin :
fructose). Each pouch contains 3 servings.
Citrus, Orange w/ Caffeine and Strawberry w/ Magnesium

MAX16009

$3.99

Maxim Recovery Powder

Efficient mix of protein, carbs and amino acids helps repair and
rebuild muscle fibers and replenish glycogen stores. Use after daily
training sessions, after racing or as a daily supplement to boost protein
and carbohydrate intake. One serving contains 19g whey protein
concentrate and 63g of carbohydrates.
Chocolate

MAX16010

$39.99

Measure real-time power output and pedal
stroke efficiency in each individual leg so
you can analyze and adjust technique while
you train, race, or ride. Every revolution is a
revelation. trisports.com/pioneer
Pioneer Power Meters		

Using 12 points of force direction measurement, this is the first, and
only, power meter that measures power output and stroke efficiency
for each leg, in real time, so you can analyze and adjust as you ride.
Two streamlined strain gauge monitors can detect the slightest tangent
and radial force direction as power is applied to the crank arms. This
proprietary system detects the amount and the direction of force at 12
different points in each pedaling stroke for each leg. Available in Left
Leg Power Meter or Dual Leg Power Meter configurations.
Available in crank lengths 165-175mm and chaninring configurations of 50x34, 52x36 and
53x39.		

PNR17301
PNR16601
PNR17302
PNR16600

LEFT LEG DURA-ACE 9100 $629.99
LEFT LEG ULTEGRA 6800		
DUAL LEG DURA-ACE 9100 		
DUAL LEG ULTEGRA 6800 		

$559.99
$1499.99
$1299.99

Pioneer Upgrade Kit

An affordable single leg power meter solution for
triathletes who already own compatible cranksets or
crankarms. This upgrade kit is compatible with many
popular cranks, see site for details.

PNR16502 LEFT CRANK ARM
PNR16504 RIGHT DRIVE SIDE CRANK
PNR16500 DUAL LEG 		

$499.99
$579.99
$999.99

Pioneer SGX-CA500 GPS Cycle Computer

Providing state-of-the-art data, featuring a 1.87" black and white touchscreen display. Features
built-in GPS and WiFi, barometer and thermometer. When paired with a Pioneer Power Meter, it
measures power output and pedaling stroke efficiency (Force Vector Measurements), so you can
analyze and adjust your technique while you ride. ANT+ compatible.		

PNR16508

$299.99

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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When you shop with us,
you’re getting more than just the product you order. You’re
giving back to the endurance community and supporting
a sustainable, family-owned business

Customer Service
The best in the business. Highly trained, ready
to assist via phone, chat or email

Selection
32,000ft2 warehouse packed full of all the
triathlon gear under the sun

Master Mechanics
Provide meticulous workmanship in each bike
build, from Super Bikes to entry-level tri bikes

Karma
What goes around, comes around.
TriSports.com gives back to our triathlon
and endurance community through our
sponsorship program, by sponsoring races,
athletes, and camps throughout the country.
When you buy from TriSports, you’re
supporting more than a business; you’re giving
back to the community you love.
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See much more online at www.TriSports.com

When you buy a bike

from us, you’re getting a team of experts from our
highly trained customer service reps to our exceptional
mechanics to ensure your bike is cared for every step of
the way.

Service
From initial order to bike build to secure
packaging and shipment. Let us handle the
details.

PRECISION SKILLS
Expert mechanics put the same care and
attention to detail into every bike they handle.
We won’t send you something we wouldn’t ride
ourselves.

YOUR OLBS
Consider us your Online Local Bike Shop, but
with specialized knowledge and experience to
help you choose, build and service your next
triathlon rig.

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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Celebrating their 30th Anniversary, Quintana Roo began
in 1987 by creating the world’s first triathlon-specific
wetsuit, and in 1989, invented the tri-specific bike and
geometry, forever changing what triathletes ride. Since
then, QR has evolved right along with the sport, constantly
innovating and responding to the needs of triathletes.
#30yearsoftri trisports.com/quintanaroo

PRsix Superbike

Perfect for those who prefer a more understated, stealthy,
very light weight super-bike racing machine. The PRsix is
one of the most stiff, stable and efficient tri bikes on the
road today. All PRsix models are equipped with the QBox - a
size-specific storage box that improves the aerodynamics of
the bike and includes a rear safety light.
Stealth, Orange, Teal (available in size 48-54), Red, Green

QR17519
QR17518
QR17517
QR17516
QR16500

ULTEGRA DI2 RACE
ULTEGRA RACE
ULTEGRA
FRAMESET
QBOX

$8,650.00
$6,150.00
$5,000.00
$4,500.00
$79.99

PRfive- Pro Level

Get superbike performance without paying superbike prices.
Expertly engineered for maximum aerodynamics and
stiffness without sacrificing weight. Features QR’s SHIFT+
advanced aerodynamic technology, premium modulus
carbon fiber construction, Boat Tail aero-cross shaped tubes
and PF30 bottom bracket – all of the great benefits found in
the PRsix with a non-integrated fork. Additional features
include QBox, multiple brake mounts, Leading Edge Absent
chainstay design, two dropout choices and compatibility with
TriRig and Magura brake calipers.
Green, Pink (available in size 48-54), Red, Acid Green

QR17504
QR17505
QR17503
QR17502
QR17501

ULTEGRA DI2 RACE
ULTEGRA DI2
ULTEGRA RACE
ULTEGRA
FRAMESET

$6,400.00
$5,250.00
$4,850.00
$3,700.00
$3,200.00

PRthree - Elite Level

Opening up a new Elite level category, the PRthree features
trickle down technology from the award winning PRsix and
PRfive. Shift, Boat Tail Airfoil, Static Downtube Orientation
and the aerodynamic QBox storage system are technologies
developed by QR specifically for athletes with the goal to
achieve their personal record (PR). The PRthree is designed with
the everyday athlete in mind, with a frame that can be serviced
with 2 allen wrenches, so you can get your bike to and from
races without a pit crew backing you up.
Race build includes Novatec R5 Aero Carbon Wheels.

QR17540
QR17541

ULTEGRA 105
ULTEGRA 105 RACE

$2500.00
$3600.00

"TriSports and QR athlete Matt Hanson rides his
QR PRsix to victory at IM Texas North American
Championship." Photo credit Paul Phillips,
Competitive Image Photography
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See much more online at www.TriSports.com

Driven by passion and fed by technology, Reynolds
is solely focused on making the best, lightest,
fastest wheels available. With a design process
based on science, Reynolds delivers unparalleled
experience and performance. trisports.com/reynolds
Reynolds 65 Aero		

Brand new for 2017! Even the nastiest head and crosswinds are no match
for the Carbon Rim 6 (CR6) and Dispersive Effect Termination (DET) rim
design that achieves the perfect balance of strength and stiffness while
reducing turbulence and drag for superior aerodynamics. Features include
proprietary embedded Brake Wear Indicators (BWI), Cryogenic Glass
Transition (CTg) Brake Track technology and Cryo-Blue brake pads for safe
and reliable stopping power. Precision hubs by Industry Nine complete the
package for a silky smooth, super fast ride. 1590g (Rim Brake)/1600g (Disc
Brake), 18/24 front/rear spokes.
Available with Shimano/SRAM, Campy or XD driver body.

RYN17502
RYN17504

RIM BRAKE $2,499.00
DISC BRAKE $2,599.00

Reynolds Strike		

As the deepest wheel in the Reynolds performance line, you can race fast on
these bad boys without breaking the bank. Value-packed features include
wind-cheating 62mm deep Performance Rim 3 rims, embedded Brake
Wear indicators, CTg Brake Track technology and Reynolds Cycling Racing
Straight-pull hub. 1635g (rim brake)/1710g (disc brake), 18/24 front/rear
spokes. Available with Shimano/SRAM, Campy or XD driver body.

RYN14017
RYN17508

RIM BRAKE $1,599.00
DISC BRAKE $1,799.00

Reynolds Element Disc

Reynolds Carbon Rim 6 technology provides the perfect tensile strength
and stiffness, while reducing turbulence and drag, letting you go faster
with confidence. Made from Aerospace-grade carbon fiber from Japanese
automaker Mitsubishi. 1340g (Clincher)/1150g (Tubular).
Available with Shimano/SRAM or Campy driver body.

RYN14009
RYN14008

CLINCHER
TUBULAR

$1,750.00
$1,750.00

Pearl Izumi never invents for the
sake of inventing, they innovate to
learn and to push boundaries. To
build greater products by emulating their founder’s approach, the Kaizan philosophy. That
is, a belief in making small daily improvements to create large, impactful changes over
time. trisports.com/pearlizumi
Pearl Izumi Tri Fly Elite Shoe

Built for sockless comfort and lightning-fast transitions. Features 1:1™ Anatomic Tri Closure
to eliminate hot spots and remove pressure from your forefoot, 3-Layer Seamless Composite
Upper for exceptional breathability and 1:1™ Integrated Carbon Power Plate for feather-light
stiffness. Men's: White/Black Women's: White

PRL17706
PRL17707

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$224.99
$224.99

Pearli Izumi Tri Fly Select Shoe

Great all-around shoe and an exceptional value. Features 1:1™ Anatomic Tri Closure, Bonded
Seamless Upper and SELECT 1:1™ Composite Power Plate with carbon fiber forefoot. Men's:
Black Women's: White

PRL17708
PRL17709

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$99.99
$99.99

Shimano TR9 Triathlon Cycling Shoe

Full-featured triathlon and cycling shoe that lets you put the power to the pedal. Features a
breathable, ergonomic design with cutting-edge Dynalast technology with lightweight, superstiff carbon composite sole for increased pedaling efficiency and power transfer. T1-Quick
strap with extra-wide collar for speedy transitions.
Mens': Blue Women's: White

SHM16701 MEN'S
SHM16703 WOMEN'S

$199.99		
$199.99

Shimano TR5 Triathlon Cycling Shoe

Using a similar architecture of Shimano’s flagship TR9 shoe, the new TR5 and TR5W deliver
the ideal blend of comfort, efficiency and accessibility for quick transitions and powerful
bike splits. Features glass fiber reinforced nylon sole to help reduce weight and tune pedaling
efficiency while the 3D breathable mesh allows for maximum ventilation and comfort.
White

SHM17702 MEN'S
SHM17703 WOMEN'S

$129.99
$129.99		

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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SiDi has specialized in mountain and
road cycling shoes since the 1970s and is
widely considered the best known brand
in the business. Made with handcrafted attention to detail and premium fabrics, delivering
the finest quality, comfort and performance in each and every shoe.
www.trisports.com/sidi
T-4 Air Carbon Composite Tri Shoe		

Built for optimal comfort and power transfer with the Twelve Carbon Composite sole,
blending nylon and carbon fiber for an incredibly light and stiff surface. Also features
strong Politex fabric-blend upper that resists stretching and fading, reinforced heel
cup to keep foot in optimal position, replaceable heel pad for walk-ability, and dual
straps and heel pull tab for transition speed. Men's: White, Women's: Pink		

SID16703
SID16704

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$249.99
$249.99

Shot Vent Carbon Road Shoe		

When you spend a serious amount of time on the bike, treat yourself to these high-tech
shoes whose photoluminescence will keep you safe after the sun goes down. Featuring
Italian Microfiber Techpro uppers, Double Tecno 3 Push System for perfect lace tension
balance and an adjustable heel retention device, built on the handmade 100% carbon
Vent Carbon Sole with a vent that can be opened or closed for 4-season riding. White/
Red, Black, White, Yellow, Blue		

SID17701

$549.99

Genius 7 Carbon Road Shoe 		

A favorite year after year, the Genius 7 model is no exception. Known for comfort and
performance, featuring a comfortable Microfibre Microtech Mesh upper for maximum
ventilation, Caliper Buckle closure for the perfect fit and injected carbon fiber
Millennium 5 Sole. Men's: Black/Red, White, Black Women's: Pink, White, Black

SID14108
SID14111

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$249.99
$249.99

Level Carbon Road Shoe 		

This value-packed shoe is a great option for upgrading your old, worn down starters.
Equipped with a strong Politex upper, Millennium 4 carbon composite sole, adjustable
Caliper Buckle closure, reinforced heel cup and replaceable heel pad.
Men's: Black/Red, Orange, Yellow, Black, Women's: Pink, White		

SID17704
SID17705

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$179.99
$179.99

Skratch Labs is a functional food and beverage company
that helps athletes be better. With products that were
first created for pro athletes, they're designed with
essential ingredients and only the things your body needs to perform. There is nothing
artificial and the products are flavored with real food ingredients such as fruit, chocolate,
and vanilla. This means it won't upset your gut or leave a bad taste in your mouth. It just
works better. trisports.com/skratchlabs

Daily Electrolyte Mix		

All-natural electrolyte mix designed to help you maintain the
optimal level of hydration throughout the day during your normal
routine. Flavored with real fruit with a fresh, clean taste and a hint
of sweetness. Lemons & Limes, Raspberries

SKR14401
SKR14402

30 SERVINGS
SINGLE SERVING

$19.99
$1.79

SKR16001
SKR16002

When performance is at stake, hydration can make or break
your game. With fewer calories and more electrolytes than other
sports drinks, this mix rises above as a favorite of all athletes.
Flavored with real fruit and contains no artificial ingredients.
Apples & Cinnamon, Lemons & Limes, Matcha & Lemons, Oranges, Pineapples,
Raspberries
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20 SERVINGS
SINGLE SERVING

$19.99
$1.99

The perfect way to refuel and rehydrate after your toughest
workouts and races with the optimal blend of carbohydrates,
proteins, fats and salt. Contains whole food ingredients that are
Non-GMO, Gluten-free, Vegetarian and Kosher. Chocolate, Vanilla,
Coffee. (Single Serving comes in Chocolate only.)

Exercise Hydration Mix		

SKR13001
SKR13002

Endurance Recovery Mix		

12 SERVINGS
SINGLE SERVING

Fruit Drops

$32.49
$3.49

It's ok if you confuse these for candy - they're not overly sweet and
they taste amazing! Plus they will not stick together or to your
teeth when you are trying to chew them. Gives you just enough
energy and electolytes to help you through your workouts or
when you're rushing around on the go. Orange, Raspberry

SKR15502

$2.45

See much more online at www.TriSports.com

Tifosi Sunglasses are made to endure through all
the training and racing. Every lens is designed with
the endurance athlete in mind, crafted to go the
distance using shatterproof polycarbonate to withstand the abuse triathletes throw at them.
Tifosi provides 100% protection for your eyes from the harmful UVA/UVB rays.
trisports.com/tifosi
Crit Interchange Sunglasses
The vented lenses improve air circulation and prevent fogging. The lenses are made
from strong-light, scratch resistant, shatterproof polycarbonate and provide 100%
protection from harmful UVA & UVB light rays. They're optically decentered to
eliminate distortion and improve clarity. Frames made from virtually indestructible
Grilamid TR-90 nylon.
White/Black frame w/Clarion Blue, AC Red, and Clear lenses
Silver/Black frame w/Clarion Red, AC Red, and Clear lenses

TIF16412

$79.99

Synapse Fototec

Engineered to excel in both extreme conditions and high energy situations.
Wired with an open lens frame design that fuses lightweight comfort with
an unparalleled field of vision. Includes Light Night Fototec lenses that
adjust the percentage of light that reaches your eyes based on lighting
conditions, blocking more light during the day and less at night.
Race Neon Frame with Light Night Fototec lens

TIF17419

$69.99

Veloce Interchange Sunglasses

Lightweight, durable and featuring all of the Tifosi bells and whistles
including Clarion Lens Technology, 100% UVA & UVB protection, scratchresistance and optically decentered and vented lenses.
Gloss Black frame w/Clarion Blue, AC Red, and Clear lenses
White/Black frame w/Clarion Red, AC Red, and Clear lenses
White/Blue frame w/Clarion Blue, AC Red, and Clear lenses

TIF16402

$79.99

Podium XC Interchange Sunglasses

Featuring 100% UV protection, rimless design to improve visibility and
nearly indestructible frames, these are a smart choice for any and all of
your sport sunglasses needs.
Crystal Blue frame w/Clarion Mirror Blue lens
Crystal Purple frame w/Clarion Mirror Purple lens
White & Green frame w/Clarion Yellow lens
Black frame w/Clarion Green lens
Matte Crystal frame w/Clarion Red lens

TIF14401

$79.99

Get Race Ready

“Plan For The Fall” Training Plans by MarkAllenCoaching
jfhkh

Get trained by “The Grip” himself,
Six-Time Hawaiian Ironman World
Champion Mark Allen. Includes:
Personalized training programs for triathletes of all
levels and race goals.
Unlimited support for questions you have about
training and racing.
Access to the MarkAllenCoaching database of
training tips and videos.

Sign up: MarkAllenCoaching.com/promo
Order using promo code trisports_promo

PRICE: $99

60-DAY INTRODUCTORY PLAN
LIMITED TRISPORTS OFFER!

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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Ventum has taken race courses all over the world
by storm with their eye-catching bikes! They
removed the downtube to create a radical, superaerodynamic design with integrated 1.4-liter
water bottle to deliver extreme performance and
greater results on the toughest race courses. Ridden to multiple triathlon wins and podium
finishes by top professional athletes, Ventum triathlon bikes will help triathletes of all
levels excel in the sport they love! www.trisports.com/ventum

Ventum One

The Ventum One is available as a frameset or a complete bike, featuring Shimano Dura Ace Di2 and Ultegra Di2
groupsets, ENVE Composites and edco wheels, Pioneer power meters, and CeramicSpeed bearings.
Bottle color options: Black, Blue, Green, Gray, Orange, Pink,Red, White.
Sizes: 46, 51, 54, 56, 58

VEN16504
VEN16502
VEN16500

DURA-ACE DI2
ULTEGRA DI2		
FRAMESET ONLY

$14,300.00
$8,250.00
$6,875.00

Complete custom build
options available on our
website or by calling our
bike experts to help get you
all set up with your new
Ventum!

Ventum Z		

The Ventum Z uses the same patented frame design as
the Ventum One with an integrated 1.4 liter water bottle.
The Ventum frame is paired with a 3T fork and Shimano
components.
Bottle color options: Black, Blue, Green, Gray, Orange, Pink, Red, White
Sizes: 46, 51, 54, 56, 58			

VEN17510
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$5,500.00		

See much more online at www.TriSports.com

Honey Stinger Energy Gel

Honey has been used for centuries as a source of pure energy
and modern research is providing us with more information to
show the benefits of how well it works. Available in 2 energizing
formulas, Original and Organic, these honey-based gels also
contain sodium, potassium and B-complex vitamins. Enjoy
straight from the package, mixed into water or as a delicious
Formulated specifically for health-conscious individuals and athletes
spread. Classic Flavors: Gold, Ginsting. Organic Flavors: Acai Pomegranate,
seeking a great tasting energy snack, Honey Stinger was the first
Fruit Smoothie, Vanilla, Chocolate, Kiwi Strawberry, Mango Orange
to include naturally occurring fiber and protein derived from 100%
HNY00003 CLASSIC ENERGY GEL
$1.35
organic tapioca syrup and honey. Feel good about popping these
HNY00005 ORGANIC ENERGY GEL
$1.39
during your next workout or giving them to the kids for a healthy
lunch box snack. Pomegranate Passion, Cherry Blossom, Fruit Smoothie, Orange

Honey Stinger Organic
Energy Chews		

Blossom, Cherry Cola, Grapefruit, Lime-Ade, Pink Lemonade, Stawberry

HNY00004

$2.25

Honey Stinger Waffle

Waffles are having their day, and for good reasons. Enjoy with your
morning coffee, as an afternoon snack or a treat on the bike for a tasty,
natural boost of energy. Available in Organic and Organic Gluten-Free.
Organic Waffle: Chocolate, Honey, Lemon, Strawberry, Vanilla, Gingersnap, Caramel
Gluten-Free Organic Waffle: Salted Caramel, Cinnamon, Wildflower Honey, Vanilla &
Chocolate, Chocolate Mint

HNY00002
HNY16002

ORGANIC WAFFLE
GLUTEN-FREE ORGANIC WAFFLE

$1.39
$1.49

Xrcel Athlete Fuel

XRCEL is the ONLY immediate and extended release
carbohydrate supplement available, utilizing a patented
responsive micro-gel technology that fuels each athlete
individually in response to their OWN pH & body temperature
during activity. Immediate release glucose for fast ATP
conversion (energy) PLUS long lasting glucose loaded microgels. Unlike complex carbs that metabolize slowly and may not
provide fuel at the exact time you need it – or immediate release
carbs that may cause a spike & crash – XRCEL delivers fast
acting, long lasting, GI friendly fuel. No caffeine, stimulants or
banned substances. Orange, Blackberry, Peach Tea

XRC16001

$2.99

Muc-Off Nano Tech Biodegradable
Cleaner

Get the "muck off" without harmful chemical ingredients. Cleans on
a molecular level and is free from CFCs, solvents or acids. Safe on all
parts and surfaces, including carbon fiber and anodized metal. 1 liter.
MUC16509 $14.99

Muc-Off Team Sky Hydrodynamic Lube

Get the lube that's won 2 Tour de France titles! Provides the ultimate
performance in all conditions. Each application can last up to 400
miles. UV-dye infused so that you can see which parts of the chain you
missed under UV light (included.) Petroleum-free. 50ml.
MUC16528 $28.00

Muc-Off Bio Drivetrain Cleaner

Complete drivetrain cleaning solution that can either be poured
into a chain cleaning device or sprayed directly on your chain rings,
cassettes and derailleurs to clean your entire drivetrain within
seconds. It’s also fully biodegradable and safe for metal, plastic, rubber
and seals.
500ml ($19.99), 750ml ($29.99)		

MUC16522

$19.99 - $29.99

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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Jagwire Pro
Shift Lightweight
Cable Kit

This aluminum link housing is the
ultimate combination of weight savings
and attention grabbing looks. Available
in several colors, it’s designed to enhance
your bike's performance and appearance
while delivering a weight savings of over
20% versus traditional shift housings.
Cables, housing and small parts are
included.

Black, Ice Gray, Organic Green, White, Red, SID Blue, Orange, Yellow,
Bianchi® Celeste, Stealth Black

JAG17504

Jagwire Road
Elite Link Shift Kit

New polished, uncoated Pro level
cables dramatically reduce friction
while Jagwire’s proprietary XEX shift
housing delivers a weight savings of over
30% versus traditional shift housings.
Available in your choice of 10 colors, each
kit includes all needed parts for quick and
easy installation. Black, Silver, Gold, Red, Blue, Limited
Edition

JAG17500

$34.99

NiteRider Sentinel 150
Tail Light

3 powerful LEDs project 150 ultra-lumens
into the sight of approaching vehicles. But
don’t just be seen – make your own virtual
bike lane with the innovative Laser Lane
that projects a line of light on the ground
where your bike lane marking would be.
Rechargeable.
NIT17412
$54.99

$80.99

NiteRider Swift 450
NiteRider Lumina Micro 550

Sometimes more is better, like when you’re riding in
the dark and want to see where you’re going. Beaming
up to 550 lumens onto your path, you can choose from
4 light levels or the daylight visible flash mode. Lowbattery indication feature means you’ll never have to
wonder if you have enough juice to get home. Compact
design with easy on/off handlebar strap mount.
Helmet mount available separately. USB chargeable.
NIT17416 $49.99

Small but mighty, this ultra-compact headlight packs
a punch with a 450 lumen beam so you can see, and
be seen, while riding at night. Innovative Collimator
Lens channels the light to optimize your field of view.
Features 4 light levels plus 1 daylight flash mode, easy
on/off handlebar strap mount and is USB rechargeable.
NIT17415 $34.99

Tacx Neo

The Neo can produce up to 2200 watts of power at a
simulated slope of up to 25%, accommodating the most
challenging workouts you can imagine. With the choice to
use it self-powered for convenience or plugged-in for more
power, the NEO connects to your favorite training app via
ANT+ or Bluetooth, and is compatible with the highly rated
Tacx software suite so you can ride legendary races in the
comfort of your own home.
Cassette required - not included.

TAX15500
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$1,599.00

See much more online at www.TriSports.com

Spiz Meal Replacement / Energy Drink Mix

Scientifically blended formulation of carbohydrates, proteins, fatty acids, vitamins
and minerals that is mixed with water for a powerful and great-tasting drink. In
essence, it is a complete liquid food source developed to fuel the human engine
during times of exercise and/or increased caloric need, illness, and stress. One
serving contains 100% USRDA for antioxidants (E and beta carotene) to protect
against free radical damage and is a balanced blend of all vitamins, chelated minerals
and electrolytes to support carbohydrate, protein and fat metabolism. Also includes
extra vitamin C for additional anti-oxidant protection.			
Chocolate, Vanilla			

SPZ00001

$31.99 		

Spiz Whey Protein		

SPIZ Whey Protein is hydrolyzed, meaning it is broken down into smaller dipeptides
and tripeptides for faster absorption in the GI tract. It contains no Aspartame,
Splenda nor Acesulfame K and is 100% pure protein. There are ten 65 gram servings
in each canister and it is the most biologically active and complete of all the protein
powders on the market.
SPZ17001 $44.99 			

Time Xpresso Road Pedals

TIME has revolutionized clipless road bike pedal technology and introduces
its newest generation : Xpresso. Featuring a large pedal platform to improve
power transmission and reduce hotspots, minimized stack height to increase
efficiency and automatic iClic System for smooth, easy clip-in. Weight as low
as 66.5g for the Xpresso 15, constructed with a titanium spindle. Please see
website for detailed information on all models.
TME16512 XPRESSO 15 $599.95
TME13005 XPRESSO 12 $399.95
TME16513 XPRESSO 10 $249.95
TME13003 XPRESSO 6 $174.95
TME13002 XPRESSO 4 $99.95
TME13001 XPRESSO 2 $74.95

Time ATAC XC MTB Pedals

The ATAC System combines an ultra light design with an exceptional
mud and debris clearing system, thanks to its self-cleaning concept with
an easy engagement and a mastered step-out. It is the preferred pedal of
elite cyclocross and mtb riders. Additional features include adjustable
float, Q-factor distance and release angle for increased comfort and rider
confidence.
TME15500 ATAC XC 12 $399.95
TME16510 ATAC XC 8
$249.95
TME16501 ATAC XC 6
$164.95
TME16509 ATAC XC 4
$109.95
TME16508 ATAC XC 2
$84.95

NATHAN VaporKrar 4L Race Vest
Designed in collaboration with champion ultra runner
Rob Krar, this vest is form-fitting and breathable. With
male and female versions, each is designed to fit a range
of shapes and sizes. Features front hydration bottle
pockets with two 12oz ExoShot Soft Flasks, multiple
storage pockets and 4L bladder.
Men's: Gray. Women's: Coral.

NAT17401
NAT17402

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$149.99
$149.99

NATHAN Switchblade 24oz
Hydration Belt

Find your perfect fit with two moveable, 12oz
SpeedShot Flasks, angled for comfort and easy
access. Race-ready and bounce-free, this belt
also features a zippered pocket large enough to
fit an iPhone 7 Plus, gel loops and gel trash stash
pocket.
Black, Blue, Coral, Red

NAT17411

$49.99

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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Zealios			

Zealios offers a full line of high quality personal care
products for endurance athletes. From training day
to race day, Zealios is the leading brand for recovery
& prevention. Formulated using all-natural, parabenfree ingredients, Zealios products are created to enrich
performance, cleansing, and restorative needs for athletes
who want to be their best.
ZEA17800 SUN BARRIER SPF 45, 3 OZ
$14.95
ZEA17802 SWIM & SPORT SHAMPOO, 12 OZ
$13.95
ZEA17803 SWIM & SPORT CONDITIONER, 12 OZ
$13.95
ZEA17804 SWIM & SPORT BODY WASH, 12 OZ
$13.95
ZEA17805 SWIM & SPORT BODY LOTION, 12 OZ
$13.95
$21.95
Containing the four main electrolytes lost via sweat during ZEA17801 BETWIXT CHAMOIS CREAM, 8 OZ
exercise (sodium, potassium, magnesium, and calcium),
Nuun Active plays a vital role in optimal hydration and
Nuun took their essential electrolyte mix and gave
improved performance. Packed with electrolytes, light
it a boost with caffeine and energizing B-vitamins.
flavor, clean ingredients, and it's portable, perfect for your
Rejuvenate your mind and body with a low-sugar
on-the-go lifestyle. Gluten-free, dairy-free, soy-free.
Tri-Berry, Lemon Lime, Strawberry Lemonade, Citrus Fruit, Fruit Punch, Grape, Orange,
hydration drink that's light and refreshing.

Nuun Active		

Nuun Energy

Tropical Fruit, Watermelon

NUN16001

Wild Berry, Fresh Lime, Cherry Limeade, Mango Orange

$6.99

NUN16004 $6.99

Michelin Power Competition Tire

Boasting a revolutionary grippy Race Compound rubber mix and
Feather Weight Design, the Power Competition bicycle tire pushes the
limits of versatility and performance on any race course. Also features
an Aramid Protek+ belt for superior puncture protection and 3x180
TPI casing.
700x23, 700x25 - Black only.		

MIC16501

$64.99

Michelin Power Endurance Tire

Unsurpassed in long wearing road performance. Provides low rolling
resistance and exceptional cornering grip thanks to its grippy X-Miles
Compound rubber mix and Grip Design. Also features an Aramid
Protek+ belt for superior puncture protection and a 3x110 TPI casing.
700x23, 700x25 Colors: Black, Blue, Red, White		

MIC16502

$64.99

		

SHFT Intelligent Virtual Running Coach

SHFT gives you feedback through your headphones while you're on the run,
measuring 14 key running metrics like the length of your stride, the strike
of your foot, the tilt of your body, time in the air, steps per minute and more.
SHFT will help to reduce the risk of injury while improving your running
technique and energy consumption. It helps eliminate unnecessary and
inappropriate movements while helping you focus on how every body
movement can be more efficient, contributing to maximum propulsion.
Consists of two (2) pods, one placed on the chest and the other on the right
shoe.		
SHF16400 $199.99
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See much more online at www.TriSports.com

Ameo PowerBreather

The safest, most ergonomic and effective snorkeling
technology to date. The PowerBreather allows you
to breathe 100% pure, dry oxygen with every breath
without the hassles associated with traditional snorkels.
Works with any stroke while facing down - crawl, breast,
butterfly, even side stroke. Each breath is 100% pure,
dry air; there is no CO2 from your exhalation as with a
standard snorkel. Breath comes in from the top, and out
the bottom via its German-designed, patented Ameo
Fresh Air System technology. Fits any head from age
10 and it's fully adjustable for a snug fit.
Sport Edition comes with carrying case;
Lap Edition comes with case, Flip Caps
and Blind Caps to accommodate flip
turns; Wave Edition comes with case, 2
Long Speedvents to accommodate wavy
conditions, Flip Caps and Blind Caps.
PWB 17 400 SPORT
$109.99
PWB 17 401 LAP
$129.99
PWB 17 402 WAVE
$149.99

Sable 101 Competition
Goggles

Designed for performance swimming, the 101
Competition model delivers a low profile fluted frame
and the crispest vision on the market from cutting
edge HD lenses. Flatlens™ technology eliminates
the swimmer's headache caused by the underwater
distortion found in all curved front lenses.
Tinted: Smoke Lens. Mirrored: Blue, Pink, Gold, Green

SAB10002
SAB10003

TINTED
MIRRORED

$49.99
$49.99

Just Got Better
The Best in Triathlon
Coaches at Canyon Ranch Wellness Resort
Train with Crowie and the Sansego

The Sansego Experience with

3 x Ironman World Champion and
Kona Course Record Holder, Craig
Alexander, offers the world’s best
triathlon training experience.
Catering to experienced triathletes
looking for a competitive
advantage and beginner triathletes
looking to learn from the best.

•
•
•
•
•

The best training facilities
Exercise physiology testing
Mental skills
Nutritionist inspired cuisine
Epic Tucson training routes

canyonranch.com/sansego

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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TriSports.com

What’s your favorite tri shop? TriSports.com started in the garage of a triathlete
who was frustrated at not being able to find the triathlon-specific products he
needed, when he needed them. Fast forward 17 years, and TriSports.com
continues to earn accolades as a leader in the industry, committed to customer
satisfaction and environmental sustainability.
www.trisports.com/trisports

Bento Box		

It’s a classic for good reason. This tubetop bag is big enough to carry everything
you need at your fingertips and small
enough that you’ll barely notice it is
there. 5”x3.5”x2”.

JAN00505

$16.99

Bento Pod Pro

Sleek, aero and slightly smaller than its
Bento Box big brother. Great for holding
energy gels, car keys and cash for those
emergency convenience store stops.

JAN00506

Safe Swimmer Float

$24.99

Staying safe should be your #1 priority
any time you head out in open water.
This bright orange inflatable buoy alerts
watercraft to your location in the water
and doubles as a storage bag and a safety
aide. Attaches with waist belt, fits waist
sizes up to 38”.

TRS13500

$44.99

Insulated Bottle

Spectator Kit

Transition Mat

TSP15900

TSP17400

Set your spectator up in comfort and style.
Includes water bottle, cowbell, visor, rain
poncho, t-shirt and mesh folding chair.

$89.99

Your race-day guide to a speedy
and organized transition area.
Made from long-lasting neoprene.

Keep your liquids colder,
longer. A must-have for those
long, hot training rides, this
Camelbak Big Chill Bottle,
exclusive to TriSports, will
keep you happily hydrated
and topped up on calories.
25oz wide mouth, BPA/BPS
free, locking, removable Jet
Valve.

TSP16400

$15.99

$32.99

Hybrid Gel Race Number Belt

A race essential, this belt has a sleek, ultralight buckle,
4 elastic gel loops and the choice of easy press-fit locks
or old-school snap attachments for your race number.
Blue, Black, Red

TSP14402

$8.99

Performance Beanie
Performance Headband

Wear under your helmet, running cap
or all by itself to keep sweat out of your
eyes. Ultra-comfortable 4-way stretch and
moisture-wicking fabric. One size fits
most. Black, Blue

TSP16402
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$17.99

Great for year-round use in milder
climates, this beanie is considered the
most versatile 3-season beanie available.
Perfect warmth-to-weight ratio and highly
durable. Made with performance wicking
materials and mesh interior to prevent
overheating. Black

TSP16404

Knit Beanie w/Pom Pom

Go old school in your red, white and blue.
100% medium-weight acrylic will keep
you warm when temps dip. Lower profile
makes this cap perfect for a variety of
outdoor activities. Black, Blue

TSP16403

$20.99

$21.99

See much more online at www.TriSports.com

Triathlon Packages

TriSports.com was born out of the idea that “this sport is hard enough, your
shopping shouldn’t be.” That’s exactly why we’ve created these specially curated
triathlon packages: let us handle the gear details so you have more time to get
out there and train! No matter what your experience level or budget, we’ve got a
package for you. To make things even easier for you, we offer these packages at up
to 40% off retail value! So what are you waiting for? See website for full package
contents and ordering details! trisports.com/tri-packages

Beginner Package

Looking for the perfect way to get geared up quickly for triathlons? Our
beginner packages come with a triathlon bike or a road bike and include all of
the essentials to get you training and racing!

Kestrel Talon, Giro Helmet/Shoes, TriSports custom kit, TYR wetsuit and all the accessories you need
for your first tri.

TSP17950
TSP17952

TRI
ROAD

$2,800.00 $1,899.00
$2,880.00 $1,999.00

Olympic Package

Ready to step up your performance to the next level? If
you're looking for a competitive advantage, this package
is for you. Available in a men's and women's version.
Package includes an Orbea Ordu OME M30 tri bike (men's) / QR Dulce
tri bike (women's), LG P09 helmet, blueseventy Fusion wetsuit (men's) /
Huub Aegis II wetsuit (women's), custom TriSports kit and much more.

TSP17954
TSP17957

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$3,905.00 $2,899.00
$3,930.00 $2,599.00

Long Course Package

Committing to long course racing is a serious endeavor. It's going to
take time, patience and sacrifice to make it to the finish line but the end
goal will be worth the journey. Our long course package was designed
to gear you up for both training and racing to your full potential.
Package includes an QR PRsix Di2 tri bike (men's) / QR PRfive tri bike (women's), LG P09
helmet (men's) / Giro Air Attack Shield (women's), Orca 3.8 wetsuit (men's) / Huub Aegis II
wetsuit (women's), custom TriSports kit and much more.

TSP17955
TSP17958

MEN'S
WOMEN'S

$11,1195 $9,999.00
$5970.00 $4,999.00

Already have a bike and are looking for all of the gear to get
you triathlon ready? Check out our website for more
packages that will get you from swim to bike to run!
*Package contents subject to change based on availability

Questions? Give us a call at 888.293.3934
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TriSports.com
4495 S Coach Drive
Tucson, AZ 85714
888.293.3934
www.trisports.com
sales@trisports.com

See website for most up-to-date prices and additional product details.

